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Abstract

This thesis is composed of three chapters, related to various aspects of the Brazilian

credit market. All of them involve empirical investigations with the use of data at

the individual level.

In the first chapter, we use data on the credit transactions of a large financial

institution to evaluate the sensitivity of borrowers to interest rates for use of the

revolving credit card financing line. To identify the causal effect, we use discontinu-

ities found in the credit policies, to enable application of discontinuous regressions.

We find that on average credit card users are not sensitive to the interest rate in

the decision to use this line of credit. However, when applying the same method to

assess the sensitivity to interest rates of the use of personal credit, we find relevant

sensitivity. We argue that this contrast can partly explain the difference between

the interest rates charged on credit card debt in relation to other lines. Besides

this, when estimating the sensitivities for different subsamples, we identify that

consumers with greater schooling levels are more sensitive to interest rates.

In the second chapter, the objective is to measure the impact of greater avail-

ability of credit on the rental prices, as well as on the quality of residences and

the probability of home ownership. To overcome the usual identification problems,

we take advantage of exogenous shock produced by alterations in the rules of the

Minha Casa Minha Vida housing program, along with some discontinuities in the

program’s eligibility policies. Our results suggest a causal relationship exists be-

tween greater supply of credit and the cost of rents, but we do not manage to find

indications that more credit increases the quality of housing or the rate of home

ownership.

In the final chapter we investigate the level of information asymmetry among

Brazilian financial institutions, by comparing the quality of information available

publicly in relation to private information. For this purpose, we combine data

on credit to companies collected by the Brazilian Central Bank from all financial

institutions, which forms a private database (although open to researchers), with

the public database of a credit bureau (Serasa). We show that having access to the

private information substantially improves the decision on granting credit, allowing

approving credit to more clients while reducing the default rate. Additionally,

we find signs of the impact of adverse selection, since riskier clients have greater

propensity to change banks, have a higher default rate after migrating, and are

subject to worse credit conditions.

Keywords: Credit Market; Asymmetric Information; Regression Discon-

tinuity Design.
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Resumo

Essa tese é composta por três caṕıtulos relacionados ao mercado de crédito brasi-

leiro. Em todos foram feitas análises emṕıricas com utilização de dados ao ńıvel do

indiv́ıduo.

No primeiro artigo utilizamos dados das operações de crédito de uma grande

instituição financeira para avaliar a sensibilidade à taxa de juros do uso da linha de

crédito rotativo do cartão de crédito. Para identificar um efeito causal, utilizamos

descontinuidades encontradas na poĺıtica de crédito, que viabilizaram a aplicação

de regressões descont́ınuas. Encontramos que o usuário do cartão de crédito não é

senśıvel à taxa juros na decisão de utilizar a linha de crédito rotativo. Contudo,

aplicando a mesma metodologia para avaliar a sensibilidade à taxa de juros no uso do

crédito pessoal, conseguimos encontrar uma sensibilidade relevante. Argumentamos

que esse contraste pode explicar parte da diferença da taxa de juros do cartão

comparativamente as demais linhas. Além disso, estimando as sensibilidades para

diferentes subamostras, identificamos que consumidores com maior grau de educação

apresentam maior sensibilidade à taxa de juros.

No segundo artigo o objetivo é mensurar o impacto da maior disponibilidade

de crédito sobre o valor dos aluguéis residenciais, bem como sobre a qualidade dos

domićılios e a probabilidade de residência em casa própria. Para contornar as difi-

culdades usuais de identificação, nos aproveitamos de choques exógenos produzidos

por alterações de regras do programa Minha Casa Minha Vida, bem como de al-

gumas descontinuidades na poĺıtica do programa. Nossos resultados sugerem que

existe relação causal entre a maior oferta de crédito e os preços dos aluguéis, mas

não conseguimos encontrar ind́ıcios de que mais crédito aumente a qualidade dos

imóveis ou a taxa de residência em casa própria.

No artigo final investigamos o grau de assimetria de informação entre as insti-

tuições financeiras brasileiras, através da comparação da qualidade da informação

dispońıvel publicamente em relação a informação privada. Para tanto, combina-

mos dados de crédito para empresas coletados pelo Banco Central junto a todas

as instituições financeiras, que é uma informação privada (mas aberta a pesquisa-

dores), com uma base de dados de conhecimento público (do Serasa). Mostramos

que acessar a informação privada melhora substancialmente a tomada de decisão de

crédito, permitindo aprovar mais clientes e reduzir a taxa de inadimplência. Adici-

onalmente, encontramos sinais de impactos de seleção adversa, uma vez que clientes

mais arriscados tem maior propensão a mudar de banco, apresentam maior taxa de

inadimplência após migrarem, e são sujeitos a piores condições de crédito.

Palavras-Chave: Crédito,Informação Assimétrica, Regressão Descont́ınua.
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Are credit card users sensitive to interest rates?

An analysis exploring discontinuities in interest rates

Everton Gomes and Felipe Iachan

March 03, 2022

Abstract

In this paper we investigate the use of credit cards in Brazil in an environment of high

borrowing costs charged at this instrument. We explore data at the individual level

on 100,000 consumers, including interest rates offered to them and their use of credit.

Our research design explores the discontinuity in the definition of interest rate

policies, applying a regression discontinuity (RD) design. We test the sensitiveness

of credit card use to interest rates and analyze whether that sensitiveness varies

across different schooling levels. We find evidence that cardholders are not sensitive

to the interest rate level in their use of its revolving credit line, but they are sensitive

to interest rates in demand for personal loans. Additionally, our estimation suggests

that borrowers with college degrees are significantly more sensitive to interest rates

in both products. Indeed, only those with college degree seem to react to interest

rates in the use of credit cards, while in the use of personal credit, their response is

twice as strong compared to the average borrower.

Keywords: Credit Market, Credit Card; Regression Discontinuity De-

sign; Interest Rates;
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I Introduction

The Brazilian bank credit market displays one of the highest interest rate spreads in

the world (Figure I). Such fact is one of the drivers of the relatively high debt service bur-

den, despite the relatively low leverage of the private sector – representing a constraint for

further expansion in the bank credit market (Figure II). Academia, banks and policymak-

ers have been discussing, for over two decades, a broad agenda for credit cost reduction,

with a focus on tackling the alleged causes for the high spreads 1 . That agenda includes

measures to increase recovery rates; mitigation of information asymmetry and adverse

selection; reduction of the share of earmarked credit and the implied cross-subsidies; and

improve financial education of consumers. In this paper, we focus on the role of consumer

behavior and education.

Figure I
Bank lending rates: spread per country

Figure I shows an international comparison of the bank spreads (% per year), illustrating that the
Brazilian spread is among the largest in the world

1Since 1999, the Brazilian Central bank has released a yearly report to discuss the evolution and
causes of the high bank spreads in Brazil (Relatório de Economia Bancária).
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Figure II
: Credit to GDP X debt service ratio

Figure II shows the strong positive correlation between credit as a % of GDP and debt service expenses
(% of income). It can be seen that Brazil is an outlier, with a relatively low credit/GDP ratio and a debt
service ratio near the mean. Source: BIS

Lending interest rates in Brazil differ significantly among products: as of June 2019,

mortgage spread rates sat around 4% per year, while overdraft costs were nearly 300%

per year (Figure III). Credit cards offer an interesting illustration of how rates can be

starkly different within the same product, for the same consumer, depending on how they

use the product. Consumers may avoid paying (explicit) interest rates in a type of credit

in which the merchant receives in installments, but the bank holds credit risks – in that

case the cost of borrowing formally falls on the merchant, not the consumer. At the same

time, consumers may pay up to 300% per year should they opt to finance some amount

of the balance through the so-called credit card revolving line. Though the revolving line

does not account for a relevant share of total credit to consumers, it does represent a

significant share of total debt service, especially for low-income households, due to its

extremely high cost.

The product heterogeneity and its relevance for the household indebtedness compelled

us to choose the credit card revolving line as the focus of this paper. Our study tests

the hypothesis that demand (proxied by the use) of the revolving line is not sensitive to

price, which could partly explain the sector’s ability to practice very high interest rate
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in this product. Additionally, we analyze whether that sensitivity to interest rates differs

across schooling levels – taken here as a proxy of financial education. Our research design

explores the discontinuity in the definition of interest rates, which depends on credit

score2 and income. That allows us to compare very similar borrowers that are offered

significantly different interest rates, identifying a causal effect of interest rates.

Figure III
Spread in Brazil for different credit lines (% per year)3

Figure III shows the dispersion of the credit spreads of the different types of loans in Brazil. Some are
near zero (mortgage lending and rural credit), while others are up to 300% a year.

We use a database with a sample of 100,000 Brazilian clients of a large financial

institution, including interest rates offered to them and their use of credit. To check the

robustness of the conclusion for credit card rates, we applied the same strategy to evaluate

the sensitivity of borrowers to interest rates in the personal loan line, which is expected

to be higher than zero, to verify if our approach is able to find some sensitivity if it exists.

We then compared the behavior of consumers while using personal loans and revolving

credit card loans, focusing on their response to interest rates. That comparison suggests

that the behavior of the credit card use is significantly different from that of other kinds

of products. We found evidence that clients are not sensitive to the level of interest rates

in the decision to use the revolving credit card line, once clients facing interest rates 40%

lower did not finance a higher proportion of its balance. Nevertheless, our estimation

suggests that each 100 bases point higher interest rate on personal loans, reduces 11% the

expected value financed in this line, considering the average client, or 22% if the client has

a college degree. These results, which are robust to a number of specifications, suggests

that clients that are more educated are significantly more sensitive to interest rates in the

2Numerical system used by financial institutions to represent credit risk level of the client
3A “consigned loan” is a loan with repayment in installments by automatic deduction from salary or

pension benefits, with lower interest rates than on ordinary personal loans.
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use of credit.

Our results suggest that improving financial education – which could be done even for

those with low formal educational attainment – could make borrowers more sensitive to

interest rates, and consequently reduce the equilibrium rate in that segment. A change in

consumer behavior alone is unlikely to fully address the high borrowing costs in that credit

line though: there are several other factors, like information asymmetry, low recovery

rates, and the cross-subsidies that stem from the zero-interest rate formally charged at

the merchant-promoted installment payments.

Though the Brazilian credit card rates stand out, those rates are also high in other

countries such as the US (Figure IV), which has motivated a broad range of research

on this issue. That also prompted some regulation changes, as in the 2009 Credit Card

Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure (CARD) Act in the USA. The Brazilian

Central Bank has also increased regulation of the credit card market. In April 2017,

it introduced a rule demanding banks to automatically switch consumers to a personal

loan after one month into the revolving line, an initiative accompanied by an attempt

to improve consumers’ financial education. That intervention appears to have driven a

remarkable decline in the rate charged at the revolving line after just a few months (Figure

V).

Figure IV
USA - Interest rates for households

Figure IV shows how credit card interest rates are much higher than the rates charged on other types
of loans in the United States, indicating that Brazil is not unique in this respect (although the intensity
of the problem is greater because the average spreads are larger). Source: Federal Reserve
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Figure V
Brazil - Interest rates for households

Figure V shows that the intervention by the Brazilian Central Bank in the credit card market, specifically
in the revolving line, caused an immediate reduction of the rate. To highlight the effect of the intervention,
the graph includes as a base for comparison the evolution of the rates charged for overdraft coverage,
which in general has a trend very similar to that of revolving credit, but did not vary in the period after
the intervention, because it was not affected by the measures adopted. Source: Brazilian Central Bank

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section presents a review

of the literature on credit cards; section three discusses the Brazilian credit card market;

section four details the data; section five presents the approach and empirical results;

section six performs some robustness checks; and the last section presents our concluding

remarks.

II Literature Review

Although there was high volatility of funding during the 1980’s in the USA, the credit

card interest rates were virtually constant and high. This fact inspired several studies

focused on understanding consumers’ behavior in the credit card market. Ausubel (1991),

for instance, attempted to understand why an apparently competitive market (there were

4,000 institutions offering credit cards in the USA, with a low concentration level and no

entry barrier) had such high interest rates compared to other types of loans. He found

some empirical evidence that it could be explained by three main market failures: i)

switching cost; ii) search cost; and iii) asymmetric information. In a similar framework,

Calem and Mester (1995) found evidence in line with Ausebel’s results. Their empirical

results suggested that households with higher willingness to comparison shop for loans
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and deposits had lower balances (search cost); and households with higher credit card

balances were more likely to be rejected or offered tight credit conditions by other banks

(switching cost).

Laibson, Repetto and Tobacman (2000) focused on what they called the credit card

puzzle: the substantial amount accumulated by Americans for their retirement in illiquid

assets suggests households have a low discount rate, while high credit card borrowing

levels in spite of the high interest rate suggests a high discount rate. Using simulations,

they found that hyperbolic time preferences may solve the puzzle. Telyukova and Wright

(2007) explored the same puzzle, but considering an extension of the return dominance

puzzle, in which the question is why consumers hold cash even if interest rates are positive.

This idea was discussed since Hicks (1935) , and was formalized, among other papers, by

Kiyotaki and Wright (1989). Telyuka and Wright extended the model using the need for

liquidity to explain the credit card debt puzzle.

In a different approach, Maier and Sprenger (2010) conducted a field experiment mea-

suring time preferences and correlating those with the credit card borrowing amount.

Their results showed that individuals who exhibit present-biased preferences had signif-

icantly higher revolving credit balances – according to them, these individuals were 15

percentage points more likely than dynamically consistent individuals to have any credit

card debt.

More recently, due to the great recession, several studies focused on explaining the

low effectiveness of monetary policy in stimulating economic recovery (even with the

Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank lowering interest rates to zero, the

economic recovery pace was very disappointing). Some of them are related to our work

in the sense that they looked for the explanation of this fact in the heterogeneity of

consumers’ responses to changing credit conditions. Agarwal et al. (2015) fits in this

group; they applied a discontinuity regression design to the American credit card market.

The discontinuity design was possible due to discontinuities in the relation between credit

limit and FICO score. Their findings suggested that marginal propensity to borrow was

higher among riskier clients (FICO < 660), but the marginal propensity to lend of banks

was higher to clients with lower risk (FICO > 660). The consequence was that reduction

in the funding cost, derived from the looser monetary policy, limited the impact on the

economy because the pass-through to clients with high marginal propensity to borrow

was low, meaning that banks increased the limits to clients who will not use it.

Another consequence of the great recession was a surge of financial product regulations

(in both the USA and Europe), which stimulated another debate: the arguments in favor

of this kind of regulation consider that consumers’ behavior in this market, including

bias and inattention, leads to an extremely high interest rate equilibrium, especially for

the less educated and poorer consumers. On the other hand, critics argue that limiting

interest rates or fees in one kind of product prompts financial institutions to compensate
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by raising prices for other products, limiting the reduction of the overall credit cost and

probably reducing overall credit supply. In this context, Agarwal et al. (2014) analyzed

the impact of the 2009 Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure (CARD)

Act, which regulated some credit markets (for instance credit cards) in the USA. They

compared the evolution of household credit cards with the small business credit cards (the

last not subject to the new regulation), using a difference-in-differences model. According

to their results, changes in the regulation reduced the borrowing costs, especially to riskier

clients (lower FICO score), and the credit volume (or the price of other products) was

not affected, meaning that the regulatory change was effective. They also evaluated the

impact of disclosing the cost of credit more clearly, and concluded that it had a small but

significant impact.

In Brazil, Ferman (2016) used a field experiment of a financial institution to examine

the effect of the interest rates and the degree of disclosure of information on credit card

loans. The experiment that he carried out was an offer of an installment plan to pay down

the balance of the credit card. His results suggested that clients are sensitive to interest

rates, even when the interest rate is not completely disclosed (available only in the fine

print), except for high-risk clients, who are sensitive to rates only when those rates are

prominently disclosed.

In summary, the literature has presented convincing evidence that credit card market

failures (like switching and searching costs) combined with the need for liquidity leads to

very high interest rates in this market (around the world). In addition, some heterogeneity

in the behavior of consumers and banks make it harder to reduce the credit restrictions by

only using the traditional monetary policy, as emphasized in Agarwal et al. (2015). This

has motivated new regulations by central banks, which according to several studies has

increased the welfare of consumers. The Brazilian Central Bank is following this trend. In

this context, the role of this paper is to look for evidence that revolving credit card debt in

Brazil suffers from the same problems, whose consequence is low sensitivity of consumers

to interest rates. In addition, we note that this behavior varies significantly for distinct

levels of education, which suggests that improved financial education could be useful to

reduce the equilibrium interest rate, since our findings show that more educated clients

are more sensitive to interest rates – justifying efforts to include financial education in

policies regarding credit.

Our results do not contradict those of Ferman (2016), since he studied installment

credit card plans while we examined revolving credit card debt (differences are explained

in the next section). The behavior in using the installment plan may be more comparable

to that observed for personal loans (which are repaid in installment as well, and have

similar interest rates), which we used as a base of comparison in our study, and found

sensibility significantly higher than zero, especially for more educated borrowers, in line

with his results).
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III Credit card market in Brazil

The total balance of credit card debt was R$ 250 billion in 2019, which accounted for

13% of total credit to consumers. Consumers have three options to pay for this balance:

• Pay the full amount in cash (clients who choose this option are named “transac-

tors”);

• Pay the full balance in an installment plan (with annual interest rate of around

160%);

• Pay some amount between the minimum required and the total, financing the

difference, for which the interest rate is around 300% per year (clients who choose

this option are called “revolvers”).

It is important to mention that one of the payment possibilities for consumers in

Brazil is to pay in installments to retailers using their credit card, which means that the

merchant will finance the client but the credit risk will be supported by the bank (with

0% interest rate). This practice, which is not common around the world, accounts for

some share of the high rates in the market (supposing some cross-subsidy effect), but it

is not the focus of this paper. The amount of credit in these transactions is considered in

the total balance of credit card debt, as a cash transaction.

The third payment option (the revolving line) is the focus of this study. Its total

amount is R$ 40 billion, accounting for 2% of total credit to consumers (or 15% of credit

card debt). In terms of debt service, its importance is higher, close to 15%, due to its very

high interest rate. The default rate of this product (around 35%) is significantly higher

than average of total credit to consumers (around 3.5%), which explains an important

share of the difference in the interest rates (300% p.y., while the average for consumers in

general is 30% p.y.).

Our choice to focus on this product was due to its extremely high interest rate, its

importance in the total debt service of consumers, and especially its prevalence among

low-income clients.

According to the Brazilian Central Bank4 , the average income of users of revolving

credit is 34% lower than that of consumers that use only the cash credit card option

(transactors). Additionally, 28% of revolvers have college degrees, while 40% of trans-

actors do. In summary, users of the revolving line, on average, have lower income and

schooling levels.

To use as a baseline, we compare our results for the credit card revolving line with

those of personal loans – whose interest rates are around 110% a year, and for which the

4Special report number 09/2018, “Perfil dos usuários de cartão de crédito e taxa de juros do rotativo”,
from the Brazilian Central Bank.
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total credit amount accounts for 7% of credit to consumers. We chose personal loans for

comparison because their rates are significantly lower, and there is no collateral in the

product (in that sense like credit cards).

IV Data

We used a sample of 100,000 clients, including three groups of information:

• Characteristics of the client - age, gender, income, city of residence, occupation,

education, credit risk score, segment in the institution;

• Credit conditions – credit limit of the credit card, type of credit card, interest rate

offered on personal loans, overdraft credit limit;

• Use of the credit – balance of the credit cards, balance of the personal loans, total

outstanding, and balance financed in the revolving line via credit cards. Unfortu-

nately, most of these variables are available only for December 2015, so it was not

possible to conduct a panel data analysis.

Our main interest is the impact of the interest rate on the demand for credit, so interest

rates are our main explanatory variables. For credit cards, interest rates are completely

dependent on the type of credit card held by the client, since each kind of credit card has

only one interest rate. For personal loans, the interest rate is a more complex function,

which depends mainly on the income and on the credit score. In the case of personal

loans, we used the interest rate automatically offered to clients, not the contracted one,

to enable comparing clients who took the loan and the ones who did not (the information

of the contracted interest rate is available only for the clients who borrow the money in

this line).

We considered only clients who have a positive balance in the credit card (credit card

users), a decision that reduced our sample to 53 thousand. We did that for two reasons:

i) only clients with some balance can decide to finance some amount in the revolving line;

and ii) credit risk models are usually estimated in subsamples, and the group of credit

card users is one of these subsamples. Thus, to make the credit score comparable, it is

appropriate to focus on one group.

By analyzing the correlation among the variables, one can see the main identification

challenge: the higher the risk measured by the credit risk score, the higher the interest

rate offered and the greater the probability of taking the credit – resulting in a positive

correlation between interest rate and credit demand. This happens because financial

institutions offer better conditions to less risky clients, but these clients are less likely

to take credit. Regarding the revolving line, this correlation is even higher, since the

propensity of low-risk clients to take this line is very low. Indeed, when dividing our sample
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into six groups (according to the risk), we found that only 3% of low-risk clients (range

six in Table I) use the revolving line, while 49% of the riskier group use it. Regarding

the use of personal loans, the high-risk group faces interest rates 50% higher than the low

risk borrowers, but 47% of them obtain some credit, while only 12% of low risk clients

use the line.

Table I
Main statistics

Score Range Range 1 Range 2 Range 3 Range 4 Range 5 Range 6 Sample Average

Income 2991 3688 4691 5576 6192 6785 4948
Interest rate personal Loans (%/year) 7.2 6.8 6.1 5.5 5.0 4.4 5.9

% with Low rate card 1.4 1.7 2.8 3.7 6.0 8.5 4.0
% Credit Card financed in revoling line 49.1 30.3 14.6 8.7 5.2 3.4 18.8

% Taking Personal Loan credit 46.6 40.9 29.1 23.4 19.1 12.0 28.8
Personal loans / Income 1.3 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.7
Balance in the credit card 1091 1299 2077 2691 3140 3462 2263
Personal loan balance 3662 3198 2677 2646 2350 1702 2715

Revolver balance 399 510 371 292 216 129 325
Observations 8531 9806 9537 8192 8191 8796 53053

Table I presents the descriptive statistics of the sample. The columns denote the risk ranges, with the
highest on the left. In general, the table indicates that clients with lower risk have higher income on
average, and pay lower rates and use less credit

Table II
Correlation between main variables

Credit score In (Income) Interest rate Personal Loans % Revolver Credit Card Personal Loan balance/ Income Cheapest Card In(balance) In(limit) In(Investment)

Credit score 1.0 0.30 -0.52 -0.46 -0.07 0.12 0.21 0.41 0.30
In(Income) 0.30 1.0 -0.56 -0.16 -0.08 0.35 0.42 0.76 0.32

Interest Rate Personal loans -0.52 -0.56 1.0 0.32 0.06 -0.22 -0.27 -0.57 -0.44
% Revolver Credit Card -0.46 -0.16 0.32 1 0.05 -0.06 -0.11 -0.22 -0.19

Personal Loan balance/ Income -0.07 -0.08 0.06 0.05 1 0 0 -0.01 -0.03
Cheapest Card 0.12 0.35 -0.22 -0.06 0 1 0.15 0.34 0.19
In(balance) 0.21 0.42 -0.27 -0.11 0 0.15 1 0.62 0.14
In(limit) 0.41 0.76 -0.57 -0.22 -0.01 0.34 0.62 1 0.33

In(Investment) 0.3 0.32 -0.44 -0.19 -0.03 0.19 0.14 0.33 1

Table II presents the correlations between the main variables. Of particular note is the negative
correlations of credit score (the higher the score, the lower the risk) with the interest rate and use of
credit, which is the main challenge to identify the effect of the interest rate on demand for credit. This
challenge is addressed in this paper with the discontinuous regression method.

To deal with this endogeneity problem, our identification strategy was discontinuity

regression, taking advantage of some discontinuities in the interest rate policy, allowing

us to compare very similar clients facing different interest rates. In addition, including

in the equation observable variables that are usually considered to set credit policy may

reduce the endogeneity problem, since it reduces the correlation between the interest rate

and the residuals of our equations.

Average monthly income in our sample (R$ 5000) is higher than the national average

(R$ 2000), but it is consistent with the fact that low-income households have lower access

to the financial system. Additionally, our data illustrate the negative correlation between

income and use of the revolving credit card line, suggesting that low-income households
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are more impacted by the high interest rates (the Central Bank report mentioned in the

previous section indicates similar figures).

Credit balance has a strong concentration around zero, both in the revolving and

personal loan credit lines. Due to that, in some of the specifications we maintained in the

sample only clients who used some positive amount of credit, which means that in these

equations the explained variable was the expected utilization of credit conditional that

the client uses a positive amount of credit – a client might not respond to interest rate in

the decision to finance or not, while considering this factor after deciding to obtain credit.

Figure VI
Distribution of revolving /total balance of credit card debt, (a) Full

sample, (b) Only clients with positive revolving balance

Figure VI-a depicts the distribution of the use of the revolving credit card line, with strong concentration
around zero, since many clients do not utilize this line. FigureVI-b shows the same distribution but
focusing only on clients who have balance greater than zero of revolving credit.

Figure VII
Distribution of personal loan balance / income (a) Full sample, (b)

Clients with positive personal loan balance

Figure VII-a presents the distribution of the debt balance of personal credit per client, revealing the
large concentration around zero, since many clients to not utilize this line. Figure VII-b shows the same
distribution but focusing only on clients who have balance greater than zero of personal credit.
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V Approach and Results

We used a regression discontinuity (RD) design to explore the discontinuities in the

policies of banks in setting interest rates. Regarding the revolving credit card debt, the

interest rate is totally linked to the type of credit card (platinum, black, etc.), since the

interest rate is equal for every client that has the same credit card but varies between

distinct types of credit card. Thus, variables that identify the type of credit card clients

have available are the same that identify the interest rate that is offered to them.

The revolving interest rate of the cheapest card is at least 40% lower than others5,

so having this credit card means having access to significantly cheaper loans. The rule

to offer distinct types of credit card to clients is based on income and on credit score,

so these two variables are the rating variables in our RD design, while the treatment is

having the cheapest card. Our rating variables do not perfectly predict treatment status,

which means that we have a fuzzy design, so a two-stage least square method is necessary.

In summary, to test if clients are sensitive to interest rates in the revolving credit card

line, we proceeded in four steps:

• Show there are some cutoff points in the income and in the credit score that signif-

icantly change the probability of having the cheapest card (treatment);

• Verify the identify conditions in the discontinuity regression, that is, whether other

variables trend smoothly around those cutoffs and if there is no sign of manipulation

of the cutoff point;

• Finally, as a baseline, to check if the sensitivity in the credit card is different from

other lines, we replicated a similar approach to the personal loan line and compared

the results. Beyond illustrating the difference in the behavior of consumers regarding

different products, this final step was important to check if our approach could

identify some sensitivity to rates when differences exist.

V.A Discontinuity points

The first requirement of our research design was to find discontinuity points in the

probability of accessing a cheap credit card. We identified two discontinuities in this

probability, according to credit card policies: i) the first was related to income, after R$
10,000 the average probability of having access to cheap credit card jumped from 9% to

18%, which was significant (Figure VIII-a); ii) the second was related to the credit score

– after 1600 the probability of having a cheap credit card increased much faster (Figure

VIII-b) – there was no clear jump in the level, but there was an obvious change in the

trend (like a kink discontinuity).

5This difference in the rate can be higher because 40% is the difference in relation to the second
cheapest card, and there are others with interest rates even higher, up to 100% higher.
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Figure VIII
(a) % with cheap card X income, (b) % with cheap card X score

Figure VIII-a presents the proportion of clients that have credit cards with reduced rate due to higher
income. The figure’s aim is to highlight the existence of a discontinuity around monthly income of R$ 10
thousand, above which the probability of having these cards shifts upward.
Figure VIII-b shows the same proportion, now according to credit score, with a discontinuity around
1600, but with a V-shape. The two figures together illustrate that when crossing the income threshold
of R$ 10 thousand and/or the credit score threshold of 1600, the probability of a client having a credit
card with reduced interest rate increases substantially. This fact is examined through our identification
strategy, by constructing an instrument that explores these discontinuities

V.B The equation

To incorporate both discontinuities in our design, we estimated a two-stage least square

equation, in which the instruments of having the credit card with the lowest interest rate

(treatment) are our rating variables:

• Inc: dummy for monthly income higher than R$ 10,000;

• DS: a discontinuity transformation of the score, receiving value 0

if

0 7→ score < 1600

else

DS = score− 1600

First stage equation:

T = α0 + α1Inc+ α2DS + αX + µ (1)

Second state equation:

Y = β0 + β1T + βX + ϵ (2)

Where: T is a dummy for having the cheapest card, Inc and DS are the dummies

described above, Y is the percentage of the credit card balance financed in the revolving

line, X is a vector of control variables (including education, age, income, score, gender,

investments, balance of credit card debt).
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Most control variables showed the expected sign, for instance: negative signs were

found for income, total amount of investments and credit score (where higher credit score

means lower risk), meaning that increasing any of these variables reduced the expected

proportion financed in the revolving line. The coefficient for college degree was not

significant.

The main variable, the dummy for having the low revolving rate card (whose interest

rate is 40% lower than in other credit cards), was not significant, a result that suggests

that clients do not consider the interest rate in the decision to finance the credit card

balance using the revolving line. We tested five additional specifications, first dividing

the sample into clients with college degrees (Equation 2, Table 3) and without college

degrees (Equation 3, Table 3), and after that keeping in the sample only clients that

financed some amount in the revolving line (because in the total sample there was a high

concentration in 0, as shown in figure VI, and dividing again, this new sample including

clients with and without college degrees (Equation 5 and 6, Table 3) respectively. The

results are reported in Table III, and the low-rate card was not significant to explain

the revolving balance in almost all specifications, except in equation 2 (which includes

clients without revolving lines but only those with college degrees). In the specifications

excluding the clients that do not have revolving balance, the coefficient of the lowest

rate card was higher for the college educated clients as well, but it was not statistically

significant.
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Table III
Regression for the percentage of the credit card balance financed in

the revolving line

The table III presents estimated equations for the percentage of credit card balance financed. In all
those specifications we filtered only clients with score around the cutoff (1550 and 1650). In equations 2
and 3 we split the sample into clients with and without college degree, in equation 4 we kept only clients
with some revolving balance, and in 5 and 6 we split the sample again between with and without college
degree. Our main variable, having low-rate card, was not significant to explain the revolving balance in
almost all specifications, except in equation 2 (which includes clients without revolving lines but only
those with college degrees).

In summary, results illustrated in Table III suggest that accessing lower interest rate

does not change the percentage of the credit card balance financed, except for college-

educated clients, who were found to finance 8% more if accessing the lower interest rate

card.

V.C Identify condition

An important requirement for our strategy to be valid is that other characteristics of

the clients, and of the contracts, trend smoothly around the cutoff point. We evaluated

several variables (plotted in Figures IX to XIII), including total balance of credit, total

investments, limit in the credit card and income, and did not find any other significant

discontinuity.
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Figure IX
(a) limit X income, (b) Total balance X income

Figure X
(a) High education X income, (b) Total balance X score

Figure XI
(a) Ln(investment) X Score , (b) Limit X score
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Figure XII
(a) Gender (% men) X score , (b) College education X score

Figure XIII
(a) Ln(income) X score , (b) Client distribution by score

Figures IX-a to XIII refer to the requirements for identification of the discontinuous regression strategy.
Those from IX-a to XIII-a indicate that the other observable variables do not have jumps around the
discontinuity points (whether income or credit score). Figure XIII-b shows the absence of a sign of
manipulation around the credit score discontinuity point, i.e., the distribution is continuous around this
point, without any jump that could indicate the scores are manipulated so that individuals are “treated”
inadequately with lower rates.

Finally, we checked the density around the cutoff point to verify if the placement of

that point or even the score itself was manipulated, but we did not find any significant

jump (Figure XIII-b).

V.D Setting a baseline

To establish a baseline, we carried out in a similar approach to evaluate interest rate

sensitivity in personal loans. We believe it is important to verify if it is possible to find

some sensitivity to interest rates in other products using the same data, which could
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reinforce the finding that the sensitivity of the revolving credit card line is lower than

those of other lines. This would increase the importance of paying special attention to

this product. Beyond illustrating the difference in the behavior of consumers regarding

different products, this baseline is important to check if our approach can identify some

sensitivity to rates when it exists.

The setting of interest rates for personal loans is more complex than for credit cards,

so the dispersion of the rate is higher. However, the main determinants of the rates are the

same: income and credit score. Thus, we used similar rating variables and consequently

instruments. In the case of personal loans, the interest rate is continuous, so the treatment

has different intensities. In terms of estimation, the difference is that in the first stage,

the explained variable was continuous (interest rate) instead of a dummy as it was in the

first-stage equation of credit card debt.

First-stage equation:

I = α0 + α1lnc+ α2DSPL + αX (3)

Second stage equation:

Y = β0 + β1I + βX (4)

Where: I is the interest rate automatically calculated for the client, Inc is a dummy for

income higher than R$ 4,000 (threshold plotted in Figure XIV-a), DSPL is a discontinuity

transformation of the score, receiving value 0 if score ≤ 1560 and, if score > 1560, DSPL =

score - 1560 (the distance from the discontinuity point), Y is the ratio between the personal

loan balance and income, and X is a vector of control variables (including education, age,

income, score, gender, investments, and credit card balance).

Figure XIV
(a) Personal loan rate X income, (b) Personal loan rate X score

Figure XIV-a shows the interest rate discontinuity around income of R$ 4 thousand.Figure XIV-b shows
a V-shaped discontinuity of the interest rate in relation to the credit score, very similar to that observed
for % of clients with credit cards having reduced rates, but here the discontinuity occurs at the score of
1560.
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Exactly as we did in the case of credit card debt, we estimated six different specifi-

cations (full sample; clients with a positive amount of credit; and splitting both whether

clients having college degree or not). Opposite to what we observed in the revolving

line equations, in almost all the specifications the interest rate was significant to explain

the ratio between the personal loan balance and income (with the expected sign), except

in the last specification (eq12,table IV), which sample excludes clients without personal

loan balance and without college degree. The magnitude of the coefficient estimated on

interest rates, suggests that each 100 bases point increase in its interest rate (per month),

reduces the expected financed value in 11% of the income of the client. Considering only

clients with college degree, the expected reduction in the balance for the same increase in

the interest rate is 22%, twice as strong. Excluding clients without personal loans balance

of the sample, the estimated reduction on balance-to-income ratio is 37% on the average

client, and 74% for clients with college degree, once more, twice as strong.

This result reinforces that zero elasticity is a problem specific to the revolving line,

so it cannot be generalized to other products, and that clients with higher education are

more sensitive to interest rates (their response to increased interest rate was around twice

the average response for the entire sample).
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Table IV
Personal loans (ratio between personal loan credit and income)

The table presents estimated equations for ratio between the personal loan balance and income. In
all these specifications, we filtered out only clients with score around the cutoff (1500 and 1650). In
equations 8 and 9 we split the sample into clients with and without college degree, in equation 10 we kept
only clients with positive personal loan debt, and in 11 and 12, we split the sample again between clients
with and without college degree. In almost all the specifications the interest rate was significant (with
the expected sign), except in the equation 12, that excludes clients without college degree and without
personal loan credit balance.

Again, we checked if other variables trended smoothly around the cutoff point and

did not find any significant jump. In addition, the account distribution had no sign of

manipulation around the threshold.

Figure XV
(a)Limit X income, (b) Credit card balance X income
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Figure XVI
(a) % College degree X income,(b)% Ln(personal loan balance) X income

Figure XVII
(a) Ln (credit card limit) X score,(b)Credit card balance X score

Figure XVIII
(a) Investment X score,(b)% College education X score
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Figure XIX
(a) Ln (income) X score,(b)% Ln(personal loan balance) X score

Figure XX
Client distribution by credit score

Figures XV-a to XX refer to the identification requirements of the discontinuous regression strategy.
Those from XV-a to XIX show that the other observable variables do not present jumps around the
discontinuity points (whether income or credit score).
Figure XX shows there is no indication of manipulation around the credit score discontinuity point, i.e.,
the distribution is continuous, without any jump that could indicate the scores are manipulated so that
individuals are “treated” inadequately with lower rates.
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VI Robustness check

In discontinuity regression designs, the decision on the range around the cutoff that will

be considered in the sample is always an issue, since wide ranges could allow important

differences between control and treated groups not to be detected. On the other side,

a narrow interval could excessively reduce the sample. To avoid that decision problem

we ran different specifications, assuming different ranges. The main results held: lower

interest rates were not significant in any of the specification (table V) to explain the

percentage of credit card balance financed in the revolving line, but they were significant

to explain the use of personal loans (table VI and VII). Moreover, Tables VI and VII show

that the coefficient of the samples only with clients having college degrees was around twice

that of the total sample, once again suggesting that clients with higher schooling levels

respond more strongly to interest rates.

Table V
Regression for the percentage of the credit card balance financed in

the revolving line

Table V shows the significance of the interest rate to explain the use of revolving credit card financing for
different credit score ranges in the sample (1560-1640, 1570-1630, 1580-1620 and 1590-1610). Possession
of a reduced-rate credit card is not significant in any of them.

Table VI
Personal loans (ratio between personal loan credit and income)
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Table VII
Personal loans (ratio between personal loan credit and income) –

clients with college degrees

Table VI shows the significance of the interest rate to explain the use of personal credit by different
credit score ranges (VI pertains to clients without college degree while VII shows clients with college
degree). In both cases, the coefficients of the interest rate are significant, with greater impact in the
sample of clients with college degree (approximately twice as strong), illustrating that clients in this
cohort are more sensitive to the interest rate in deciding to use personal credit.

In addition, we conducted nonparametric discontinuity regressions as well, since they

do not depend on specific functional forms, attribute different weights to observation

(according to its distance to the cutoff), and automatically choose the optimal range. The

results in general were the same: the coefficient of the lower interest rate was not significant

in the credit card loan equations (Table VIII), but was significant in the personal loan

case (in two of three specifications, Table IX).

Table VIII
Nonparametric discontinuity regression for credit card loans

Table VIII shows the results of the nonparametric estimation of the effect of having a reduced-rate
credit card on the decision to use the revolving credit line. The rate is not significant in any of the
specifications.
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Table IX
Nonparametric discontinuity regression for personal loans

Table IX shows the results of the nonparametric estimation of the effect on the decision to use the
revolving credit line. The rate is significant in two of the three specifications

As we apply a 2SLS in the parametric equations, we present below the summary of the

results of the first stage equations (tables X and XI), to assess the possible weakness of the

instruments. In table X we present the result for the probability of owning the reduced rate

card, explained by the instruments (income greater than R$10000 and the discontinuous

variable related to the score as described in the methodology section). According to

the rule suggested by Stock and Yago 2005, the instruments are strong enough. Table

XI shows the same results for the personal loans interest rate, and the results are also

satisfactory. Finally, we present the reduced equations, regressing the use of credit card

(table XII) and personal loan (table XIII) directly in all instruments. However, as the

instruments in isolation are relatively weak, being strong only as a whole, the significance

does not seem very informative. Even so, it is worth mentioning that in all specifications,

both for the credit card and for personal loans, in the equations only with clients with

higher education, the interest rate coefficient is higher, in line with the conclusion that

these clients are more sensitive to interest.

Table X
First stage equation: probability of owning the credit card with the

lowest interest rate
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Table XI
First stage equation: personal loans interest rates

Table XII
Reduced form equation for the percentage of the credit card balance

financed in the revolving line

The table XII presents estimated reduced equations for the percentage of credit card balance financed. In
all those specifications we filtered only clients with score around the cutoff (1550 and 1650). In equations
14 and 15 we split the sample into clients with and without college degree, in equation 16 we kept only
clients with some revolving balance, and in 17 and 18 we split the sample again between with and without
college degree.
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Table XIII
Reduced equation for ratio between personal loan credit and income

The table XIII presents estimated reduced equations for ratio between the personal loan balance and
income. In all these specifications, we filtered out only clients with score around the cutoff (1500 and
1650). In equations 20 and 21 we split the sample into clients with and without college degree, in equation
22 we kept only clients with positive personal loan debt, and in 23 and 24, we split the sample again
between clients with and without college degree.

VII Conclusion

We found strong evidence that clients are not sensitive to the interest rate level

regarding the decision to use the revolving credit card line, since very similar clients eligible

for 40% lower interest rate did not show different use of credit. However, borrowers in our

sample were sensitive to the interest rates on personal loans, which means that credit card

lending requires special attention from regulators. In addition, our estimates suggest that

more educated clients are significantly more sensitive to interest rates, which indicates

the role of the education in the use of credit.

It is important to mention that we are not arguing that consumer behavior is the only

explanation for the high interest rates in the Brazilian credit card market. There are

several other factors, like information asymmetry, low recovery rates (weak enforcement),

cross-subsidies (in the case of the credit cards due to the existence of the zero interest

rate on one of the installments types), besides the high basic interest rate in Brazil.

These results reinforce the role of central banks in: i) monitoring credit markets; ii)

making progress on the agenda to reduce information asymmetry; and iii) investing in
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improving financial education.
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Abstract

In this paper we measure the impact of the greater availability of credit on the real

estate market, including the price of rents, the quality of dwellings, and the home-

ownership ratio. To overcome usual identification problems, our research design

takes advantage of exogenous shocks produced by changes in the rules of the Minha

Casa Minha Vida (“My House My Life”) program, and by some discontinuities

relating to the rules of the program. These conditions allow us to apply two alter-

native methods, difference in differences and discontinuous regression. Our results,

which are robust using both methodologies, suggest the existence of a causal rela-

tionship between the greater supply of credit and rental price: households located

in municipalities which were granted a 30% higher credit limit faced a 10% greater

increase in the rental price than households in the control group. Nevertheless, we

do not find indications that this additional credit leads to housing of better quality

or to a greater home-ownership ratio. Finally, the impact on rental prices is seen

considering households in the range of income eligible for the program. Increasing

the range of income in the sample reduces the estimated impact, reinforcing the

conclusion that the program is the cause of the rental price increase.

Keywords: Credit Market, Regression Discontinuity Design; Minha Casa

Minha Vida;
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I Introduction

In this paper we estimate the impacts of the greater availability of credit on the real

estate market, such as on rental prices as well as on the quality of dwellings and on

the home-ownership ratio. One difficulty lies in ensuring that observed effect is causal,

given that the relationship between credit and any of these variables is two-way: i) greater

supply of credit can stimulate demand for real estate, increasing the home-ownership ratio;

ii) a greater demand for housing can increase the need for credit. We address this problem

by exploring exogenous shocks produced by changes in the rules of a Brazilian social

program designed to grant credit to low-income households and by some discontinuities

relating to the rules of the program. Hence, our contribution is to provide additional

evidence as to the causal impact of credit, and an evaluation of one aspect of the social

program (the setting of credit limits).

The great recession, and its close relation with mortgage markets, inspired several

studies (such as Mian and Sufi, 2019) that attempted to estimate the role of the credit

market in causing the boom and bust of housing prices that preceded the crisis. The

typical approach is to look for an exogenous shock to identify causal effect of credit on

prices. One common caveat in this literature is to ignore the quality of dwellings, in

the sense that an improvement in the quality of residences could partly explain a given

price increase. Our data allow us to observe microdata relating to the characteristics of

a residence, thus controlling for this quality effect. We do not have the housing price

information; however, we have the rental price.

Even though there is a consensus that improving credit conditions may cause an

increase in housing prices, the impact on rental prices is less clear. If additional credit

puts pressure on the price of rents through raising house prices (assuming some non-

arbitrage rate between renting and buying), on the other hand, it could transfer relative

demand from renting to buying, which could compensate the first effect and thus push

the price of rents down.

Exploring the relationship between credit shock, the home-ownership ratio and rental

prices, our paper builds on that of Greenwald and Duren (2021), in the sense that they

investigated the role of credit shock in explaining the price-to-rent ratio, highlighting the

relationship between rental market conditions and the sensitivity of prices-to-rent ratio

to credit conditions. Their result (illustrated in figure I) is that frictions restricting the

migration from renting out to selling a property can be represented as an inelastic relative

supply curve, which intensifies the impact of credit on price-to-rent ratio. The conclusion

is that if the increase in demand for owning a house driven by better credit conditions

cannot be absorbed by investors willing to sell the house that they previously rented, the

shock will not change the home-ownership ratio. However, it would cause an increase in

the price-to-rent ratio.
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Figure I
Price-Rent Ratio X Home-ownership ratio

Our findings fit to what Greenwald and Duren (2021) described in the perfect seg-

mentation situation (figure I-a) once we did not observe any effect of additional credit on

the home-ownership ratio. However, rental prices increased 10% more in municipalities

granted more credit, which suggests that housing prices may have increased by more than

this, considering the expected increase in the price to rent ratio (illustrated in figure I a).

This result is significant since frictions such as this could make it harder for credit incen-

tives to achieve their goals, given that extra credit tends to cause a higher price-to-rent

ratio but has no effect on the home-ownership ratio. [1]

In the Brazilian social program explored here, named “Minha Casa Minha Vida

(MCMV)”, the goal is to facilitate access to housing credit. The Brazilian government

grants interest rate subsidies and other financial incentives 1 for the purchase of residences

that qualify under the policy, which establishes a ceiling on the value of the financed prop-

erty and income of the prospective borrower (buyer). The eligibility rules and benefits

vary according to the population of the municipality. Since construction costs (land price,

labor costs, etc.) tend to be higher in larger municipalities, a positive relationship is ex-

pected to exist between the size of the municipality (population) and the average real

estate value. For this reason, the program rules increase the limit of the value of the

property to be financed in larger municipalities. However, the relationship between this

limit and the size of the municipality is discontinuous, with 50 thousand inhabitants being

a significant threshold for the program. Hence, there are similar cities that are subject to

substantially different credit conditions. Municipalities with populations slightly higher

than 50 thousand have a higher credit limit than those with populations a little under

50 thousand. Other discontinuities exist in the relationship between the amount financed

and the size of the municipality (e.g. at 250 thousand inhabitants there is another jump in

1Eligible borrowers receive a subsidy that can exceed 50% of the value of the property; more relaxed
eligibility requirements than those of other types of mortgage-backed loans; interest rates well below
those charged by the market; a reduction of up to 75% in the costs of approving the borrowing (by the
federally owned bank Caixa Econômica Federal) and registration of the property transaction.
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the credit limits), but the number of municipalities with populations around 50 thousand

is much larger, so we chose to explore this discontinuity in our identification strategy [2].

Our strategy is to use the differences between these two groups (municipalities with

a population of either more or less than 50 thousand people) to evaluate whether greater

credit availability has significantly affected the rental prices but not the home-ownership

ratio, which would suggest that the impact of this additional credit is limited [3]

We expect to observe an increase of home ownership, and rental prices, in all of the

cities included in the program. Thus, the question we address here is whether cities that

were granted with higher credit limits have recorded greater growth. Additionally, since

the MCMV program’s main aim is to reduce the housing deficit in Brazil, we investigate

whether higher credit limits have led to a greater reduction in this deficit. Hence, our

paper contributes to the evaluation of one specific characteristic of the program – the

credit limit – but not the entire program. [4]

Our main source of information is the National Household Survey (PNAD) database,

released by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE). We explore the

entries for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 and 20142 . In the first two years surveyed,

the program had not yet been launched. The program was launched in 2009 but all

municipalities with fewer than 100 thousand inhabitants were treated equally, so there

was no discontinuity around the 50 thousand figure at that time. Finally, after some

years of transition, in 2013 and 2014 the program set different rules with a significant

discontinuity around municipalities with 50 thousand inhabitants [5].

We use two strategies to estimate our results (both illustrated in figure II: i) a difference

in differences model, comparing the evolution of the treatment group (municipalities with

a population greater than 50 thousand) and the untreated group (population less than 50

thousand), following the introduction of the policy differentiating the two groups; and ii)

a regression discontinuity design (RDD) model, focusing only on 2013 and 2014.[6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12]

2We have excluded 2012 from the analysis because it was a transitional year, with changes to the
program occurring during the data collection period, making it unfeasible to separate individuals affected
or not affected by the policy changes. In 2010, the PNAD was not conducted because of the Census (also
conducted by the IBGE, every 10 years)
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Figure II
Rental price Evolution (diff in diff) (a) X Rental Price Discontinuity

(b)

Figure II illustrates both methodologies used in this paper. Fig II-a compares the average rental price in
the control and treatment groups from 2007 to 2014. Rental Prices were similar before the introduction
of different financing limits on the program (in 2011), but after this change, average rental price in the
treatment group started to depart from the control group.
In Fig II-b, considering in the sample only households eligible for the program, in the year of 2013
and 2014 (when the rules of the program were already different for this municipalities) we can see a
discontinuity in the rental price around the threshold of 50 thousand population

The results obtained suggest that greater credit availability significantly impacted

rental prices: with the difference in differences model we estimate that prices increased

10% more in the treated group (granted a 30% higher credit limit), while with the

RDD model, the rental price is estimated to be 16% higher in municipalities just above

the threshold compared to those just below, even after controlling for factors such as

household income and the characteristics of the dwelling. In addition, we found that

this increase in rental price was not related to upgrades in dwelling quality. Finally, we

did not find evidence that the increase in the amount financed caused an increase in the

home-ownership ratio or a reduction in the housing shortage.

These results remain robust using both methods applied, and a number of different

specifications. This allows us to state that the credit conditions impacted the rental

prices. On the other hand, we cannot state that the credit conditions did not upgrade

housing quality or did not affect the housing shortage – what we can affirm is that in

these specific groups, the difference between credit limits did not affect the quality or

housing shortage. A possible explanation is that segmentation between the rental and

sales markets, produces frictions like those described by Greenwald and Duren (2021),

which means that the relative supply curve is inelastic and thus the demand shock was

mainly converted in higher prices.

Our results corroborate those reported by Gontijo et al (2018), who analyzed the

impact of marginal credit supply on property values in municipalities with more than 50
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thousand inhabitants versus those with populations just below this threshold. Using a

similar methodology but a different database, the authors found an impact on property

values but did not find an impact on the number of financed dwellings. Our own study

differs in that it explores a different database, which allows us: i) to estimate the impact

of credit availability on the rental price and the quality of the dwellings; ii) to evaluate

whether the credit conditions had a significant impact on the dwelling in general; and iii)

to evaluate whether fewer credit restrictions contributed to reducing the housing shortage.

The following section describes the MCMV program; the third presents the data used

in the analysis and some descriptive statistics; the fourth describes the methodology; the

fifth presents the results and the tests of robustness; and the final section contains our

concluding remarks.

II The Minha Casa Minha Vida program

The Minha Casa Minha Vida (“My House My Life”) program was launched following

the enactment of Law 11,977 of July 7, 2009, with the aim of reducing the housing deficit

in Brazil. Between 2009 and 2014, the program underwent several changes.

The program established three income ranges in defining which households were eli-

gible to participate, along with maximum values for the subsidy, debt-service ratio and

interest rates on the loan. For range I, the lowest incomes, interested households are

prioritized on a list using different criteria, including a periodic random prize draw. The

credit granted does not originate from banks but rather the government itself grants the

loan, without any credit risk analysis.

In contrast, for income ranges II and III, households need to prove their income and

undergo credit risk analysis. There are no prize draws. If the credit risk was acceptable,

financing was granted by Caixa Economica Federal, a government-owned bank. According

to PNAD, in 2011, 57% of households were in range I, and 35% were in range II or III.

Table II summarizes the different household income ranges in the program and changes

during the period analyzed.

Credit conditions were very favorable, especially for income range I. At the beginning

of the program, 100% of the purchase price could be financed, amortized over 20 years

(respecting some maximum debt-service ratio limits). The interest rates offered were

much lower than market rates, and varied according to income range, with no relation

to the value of the loan or the borrower’s credit risk. Table III shows the interest rates

charged per income range for real estate loans.

Another factor determining eligibility for the program is the value of the property to be

purchased. Table IV summarizes maximum value of the dwelling that could be financed

according to municipality size, and the changes in these limits during the period analyzed.

Originally, municipalities with fewer than 100 thousand inhabitants were not considered
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for the program. After 2011, when these smaller municipalities were included, the rules

differentiated between cities with fewer than 50 thousand inhabitants and cities with more

than this number: in the first group the cap for the housing price to be financed was R$80
thousand, and for the second group R$100 thousand. In addition, in 2012 these limits

were updated, and the difference increased slightly (R$90,000 for municipalities with fewer

than 50k inhabitants and R$115,000 for those with a population between 50 thousand and

100 thousand). Comparing households in these two groups of municipalities, exposed to

different program rules, will be our main research strategy.

Figures III and IV show the evolution of the absolute numbers for the program, which

began with a credit portfolio of R$6 billion in 2009, before reaching R$120 billion in 2014

(with 2 million active loans in ranges II and III). Table V shows the average figures by

municipality. Only a few studies have evaluated the impact of the MCMV program, and

most of these have analyzed the program’s social impact as a whole (like Rachter 2020).

Here, we did not find evidence that the increased supply of credit limit via the MCMV to

municipalities (with a population exceeding 50 thousand inhabitants) led to an additional

reduction in the housing shortage, only evidence that it led to higher rental price.

III Identification strategy and data used

The exogenous shocks used here are the housing credit policy adopted by the Brazilian

government through the Minha Casa Minha Vida program and the changes in the program

that occurred during the period analyzed, as well as its discontinuities.

The program structure has eligibility rules regarding the maximum value of a property

to be acquired and the monthly income of the households involved. Using the discontinuity

of the ceiling value of the property that can be financed, related to population size, has

enabled us to create two groups of municipalities, which received different “doses” of the

policy, and to evaluate the difference in rental prices for these two groups. We have opted

to focus on municipalities whose population is approximately 50 thousand inhabitants,

since the number of Brazilian municipalities with populations close to this figure is greater

than for other discontinuity points of the program. Therefore, our control group were

municipalities with a population of less than 50 thousand, while the treatment group

were their counterparts with a population of greater than 50 thousand. This strategy was

based on the assumption that the increase in the value of the property permitted by the

program would generate an increase in the supply of credit to purchase real estate.

We compared these two groups in two different ways: (i) analysis of the entire period

studied, using the difference in differences approach; and (ii) analysis following the last

change in the price ceiling, in October 2012, using a discontinuous regression design

[Imbens and Lemieux(2008), Hahn et al. (2001)Hahn, Todd and Van der Klaauw (2008)]).

Approach 1: In the first approach we compared the evolution of the difference in
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rental prices between municipalities belonging to the treated and control groups, before

the advent of the MCMV program (2007 to 2009) and after the imposition of different

rules (when the maximum amount financed in the treated municipalities was 28% higher

than for the control group).

We used the standard difference in differences method, whose conditions to be satisfied

are: (i) given the absence of the program, the trend for rental prices between the two

groups of municipalities should be the same; (ii) there should be no impact on the

treatment in the period before the start of the program; and (iii) the expected value

of the rent in cities in the control group cannot have been affected by the rent value for

municipalities in the treatment group. Figure V shows very similar behavior between the

two groups in the years before the program, indicating that the first hypothesis is valid.

There was no leakage of news to the market, so it follows that there was no impact before

the advent of the program. Finally, to attest to the validity of the third hypothesis, we

need to show the absence of real estate price externalities between the groups of cities.

An example of such an externality would be someone living in a treatment municipality

moving to a neighboring in the control group because the rent in the latter municipality

was lower, thus generating greater demand in this region. However, cases are rare where

suitable housing in two municipalities is close enough to make this type of arbitrage

financially justifiable. Furthermore, if this effect really existed, it would tend to reduce

the observed difference in the rental values, so that the effect would be “underestimated”,

and would not invalidate the hypothesis that increased credit supply generates a rental

price increase.

To perform this analysis, we estimated the following reduced equation 1

Yi = β0 + β11Pop>50k + β21ano>2011 + β31Pop>50k.Ano>2011 + βX ′
i + ϵi (1)

Where: Yi is the rental price; 1Pop>50k is a dummy that equals 1 if the municipality has

a population exceeding 50 thousand people and 0 if the population of the municipality

is lower than 50 thousand people; 1Y ear>2011 is a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling was

observed after 2011 and 0 if the observation was made prior to 2011; and 1Pop>50kY ear>2011

is a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling is in a city whose population is greater than

50 thousand and the observation occurred after 2011, and 0 otherwise. The vector X

represents the control variables that can affect Yi , including the number of rooms in the

dwelling and household income.

Approach 2: The alternative approach involves the sample in 2013 and 2014, when

the policy was different between the two groups of municipalities, allowing application of

the discontinuous regression method. The conditions for the validity of this method is that

relation between rental prices and the population of the municipality would have been

continuous in the absence of the program. If this hypothesis is valid, any discontinuity in
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the rental prices observed at the threshold of 50 thousand inhabitants could be attributed

to greater credit availability.

The estimated equation was:

Yi = α0 + λ1150k + f1(Popi) + βX ′
i + ϵi (2)

Where Yi is the rent paid by individual i, 150k is a dummy that equals 1 if the individual

resides in a city with a population greater than 50 thousand inhabitants, and 0 otherwise,

f1(Popi) is a function of the population, and X is a vector of control variables (including

household income and the characteristics of the dwelling). The variable of interest is 50k,

which defines the residence as being in a treated municipality, i.e. one with a higher

financing limit.

A necessary condition to validate the RD method is the absence of discontinuity in

other variables that affect rental prices at the same threshold, such as the average income

of the population or variations in the characteristics of the dwellings between cities (an

important hypothesis because if there were discontinuity in other variables, it would not

be possible to attribute the price differences to differences in credit policy). Therefore, in

addition to measuring the rental price discontinuity, we have verified the absence of these

discontinuities in the other variables. To this end, we have estimated similar equations but

with different dependent variables that might affect the property value, such as the number

of rooms, the building materials used and household income. In addition to testing the

validity of our hypothesis, these “secondary” equations can be used to evaluate whether

greater credit availability causes an improvement in the characteristics of the dwellings.

Another assumption is that there is no manipulation of the variable that defines the

threshold of the discontinuity, which in this case is the population of the municipality,

which clearly cannot be manipulated.

Finally, we have also estimated an equation for the probability of home ownership

(under conditions not classified as characteristic of housing shortage)3 . The idea is to

evaluate whether the greater financing limit increased the likelihood of an individual

residing in his/her own home. Thus, we tested whether the greater credit availability

affected: i) the rental price; ii) the characteristics of the dwellings; and iii) the property

ownership rate.

In all these analyses, we used microdata from the National Household Survey (Pesquisa

Nacional de Amostra por Domı́cilio - PNAD) for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2014,

3We have reproduced the calculation of the housing deficit as defined by Fundação João Pinheiro
(Brazil, Ministry of Cities, National Housing Secretariat, 2011), which includes four principal components:
(i) rustic or improvised dwellings; (ii) cohabitation with relatives with the intention of moving; (iii)
excessive cost of rent: dwellings whose rental price is more than 30% of the total household income –
calculated only for the case of household income less than three times the minimum monthly wage, and in
urban municipalities; (iv) excessive crowding: rented dwellings with more than three people permanently
sharing a single room
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at the dwelling and family unit level. The PNAD database contains information on both

the dwelling (total number of rooms, indoor bathrooms, bedrooms, characteristics of the

building materials, access to services like sanitation, electricity, etc.) and the head of

household (income, age, education, etc.). Information is also available on the rental price

and household income. The income, in addition to being used as a control variable, was

used as a criterion for identifying the share of the population eligible for the program

(based on income).

A disadvantage of using this database is the absence of information regarding the

municipality containing the residence, and hence of information on the population within

that municipality – a fundamental variable for this study. We circumvented this problem

by inferencing the population size through sampling weights of households, available in

the PNAD. To evaluate the efficacy of this method, we compared the distribution of the

population by municipalities size estimated using this method with the real distribution

of the population observed in the 2010 Census. Figure VII shows the results of this

exercise, suggesting it fits well real data. Nevertheless, despite having the information

of the population of the municipality of the households, we did not manage to identify

the municipality in question, so we were unable to identify if the municipality was indeed

treated, in the sense of having received financing from the MCMV program for purchase

of real estate by individuals in ranges II and III. Therefore, the results of this study refer

to the average impact in the municipalities that could be treated4.

IV Descriptive Statistics

Figure V shows that before the alterations to the rules of the program, differentiating

the financing limits for treated municipalities (greater than 50 thousand inhabitants) and

those in the control group (fewer than 50 thousand inhabitants), the rental prices were

similar between these groups. However, following the implementation of the differentiation

rule5 , average rental prices in the treated municipalities gradually departed from that of

control group, reaching a difference of nearly R$60 (an average of R$440 in the control

group and slightly more than R$500 in the treatment group).

In turn, Figure VI suggests that this difference in rental prices cannot be explained

by, or be considered a cause of, a differentiation in income between the two groups of

municipalities, since the income of the two groups was similar, and the small difference

remained relatively constant after the implementation of the new policy.

4That may possibly exist some municipality which was eligible for the program but without any
housing negotiation under program condition, however, it is extremely unlikely.

5Up until June 2011 the two groups were not included in the program, which means they were equally
treated; in July 2011 maximum amount financed was defined at R$100 thousand in the treatment group
while at R$80 thousand in the control group; and after October 2012, this became R$90 thousand in the
control group and R$115 thousand in the treatment group.
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Table VI presents some descriptive statistics of the sample used (including the control

and treatment groups), grouped by income range according to the MCMV rule. In general,

there was an increase in the rental price during the years sampled (even when deflated

and presented in inflation adjusted prices). Only for ranges II and III of the MCMV this

trend is not clearly identifiable, which can be partly explained by the fact that people in

these ranges are more prone to migration over time, with part of the population rising

from range I to range II or III, and some of the people in range II and III rising to the

ineligible income range (income higher than the program’s ceiling). These migrations

tends to skew the average of ranges II and III, and of the ineligible public, downward (at

least in a period of general social ascension as that seen between 2007 and 2014, while

in a crisis period the bias could be in the opposite direction). In addition, there was no

increase in the total number of rooms, bedrooms or bathrooms over time. In fact, in all

of the groups analyzed there was reduction in all of these variables, which can perhaps be

explained by the fact that the dwellings financed by the program were smaller on average

than those in the previous set of properties. Table VII shows the same results, but now

separated between the control and treatment groups. The conclusions are the same in

relation to the evolution over time.

V Results

In this section, we present the results of the estimations. In all of them, the test

statistics were adjusted for the fact that they were derived from a sample, by the weight-

ings of the domiciles provided by the IBGE in the PNADs. In all the equations, we

kept in the sample only persons residing in municipalities with a population between 30

thousand and 70 thousand inhabitants, but we tested other intervals, obtaining similar

results. In addition, in most of the specifications, the sample was restricted to people

with a household income within ranges II and III of the MCMV program (exceptions are

explicitly identified, as in Table X, while in others, for the sake of parsimony, we omit

this information).

In Table VIII we present the results of the difference in differences equation. In all the

equations in the table, the dependent variable is the rental price, the difference being that

for each specification we have added control variables (among them proxies for dwelling

size, construction quality, etc.), and in the last equation, the rental price is on a logarithmic

scale. The household income and population of the municipality containing the residence

are included in all the specifications. The coefficient of interest is 1Pop > 50k.Ano > 2011,

which is a dummy that assumes value 1 for individuals residing in municipalities in the

treatment group, which are those with more than 50 thousand inhabitants after 2011,

and 0 otherwise. In all the equations the coefficient for this variable is positive and

significant, ranging from R$66 to R$73. In other words, after the changes to the policy
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(differentiation in the maximum value of the property to be financed), the average rent

for residents in the treated municipalities increased by approximately R$70 more than for

those in municipalities in the control group, which represents about 12% of the average

rental price for the municipalities in the control group. In the equation using a logarithmic

scale, the results suggest that in the treatment group the rent increased by 10% more than

in the control group.

Table IX reports the results of the more complete specification in terms of the control

variables, but for different income ranges. Note that the coefficient of interest is lower

for broader income ranges. When we expand the sample to households with income up

to R$14 thousand per month, for instance, the impact of the treatment falls to R$53 but

remains statistically significant. In turn, when considering the total sample, without an

income filter, the coefficient of the treatment ceases to be significant, suggesting that the

impact was concentrated in income ranges near those established in the MCMV program.

For the purpose of verifying whether the greater credit availability altered the char-

acteristics of the dwellings, such as the total number of rooms (Table X), bedrooms or

bathrooms (both in Table XI), we estimated identical equations to that for the more

complete specification for rental price, changing the dependent variables. The coefficient

of interest was not significant in any of the specifications for any of the publics modeled,

such as residents of rented dwellings, residents of financed dwellings, or in the full sample,

for any of the response variables chosen. This result suggests that the greater credit avail-

ability did not lead to significant changes in the characteristics of the dwellings, dismissing

the possibility that the increase in the rental price could be explained by alterations to

the characteristics of the dwelling.

Finally, we have attempted to evaluate whether belonging to the treated group signif-

icantly affected the probability of home ownership6 . In Table XII, we present the results

of the equations estimated for this purpose, with various specifications (in columns 1 to 3,

the response variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling is owned by the residents and

does not fit in the housing deficit, and 0 otherwise; and in columns 4 to 6, the response

variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling is classified as substandard in calculating

the housing shortage, and 0 otherwise). The coefficient of interest is not significant in any

of them, indicating that our sample does not support the conclusion that the increase in

the maximum permitted value for financing contributed to the reduction in the housing

deficit or to the increase in the percentage of individuals who own their own homes. This

does not imply that the program did not have these effects, only that the effects were the

same in the two groups analyzed.

As an additional test of robustness, we have simulated a placebo setting 2008 as the

treatment year. The results are shown in Table XIII, for six alternative specifications. In

6Not including those that do not fit the dwelling type considered for the housing deficit, such as those
with straw roofs.
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none was the treatment dummy significant, as expected.

Tables XIV to XVI present the results found by applying the DR model estimated

in parametric form. The sample used in these estimates included only data from 2013

and 2014, years following the rule changes, but before aggravation of the economic crisis,

which had a strong negative impact on the Brazilian real estate sector. The results are in

line with those found in the difference in differences model: the greater credit availability

impacted the rental prices, but not the characteristics of the dwellings or the probability

of home ownership. The coefficients have an interpretation that is subtly different. In the

case of the dif in dif models, the coefficient for the treatment variable measured by how

much the rental prices increased in the treatment group than in control group (following

the rule changes), while in the DR models, we estimated how much greater the rent in

the treatment group was compared to the control group. The results indicated that the

rental prices in the municipalities with populations greater than 50 thousand were around

R$95 more expensive, an increase of 16% in relation to the control group and an increase

of 3% in the portion of income spent on rent by this contingent of the population.

Figures X, XI and XII reinforce the effects found in the estimates of the DR models,

since there is a clear discontinuity in the relationship between rental prices and population

size exactly at the threshold of 50 thousand inhabitants, but it is not possible to identify

a significant discontinuity in the other variables (e.g. income or percentage of rented

dwellings).

VI Effect of the policy and conclusions

We have found strong evidence that the increased availability of credit has had a

causal effect on rental prices, at least with respect to the population considered in our

sample: households with income ranges making them eligible for the Minha Casa Minha

Vida program, living in cities that have around 50 thousand inhabitants. This result is

in line with that found by Favara and Imbs (2015), Schoar and Severino (2012) for the

United States. In addition, we have demonstrated that this increase in value is unrelated

to dwelling size or the quality of the dwelling, or even to a general increase in the income

of the population.

According to our estimates, households with monthly income in ranges II and III of the

MCMV program, living in municipalities with slightly more than 50 thousand inhabitants,

and paying rent, had to devote an additional 3 percentage points of their gross income

to pay rent, with an average of 18% of income reserved for rent. Finally, we have not

found indications that the increase in the maximum permissible amount to be financed

in purchasing a house or apartment has caused a reduction to the housing shortage or an

increase in the probability of home ownership.

These results are robust using the two alternative methods adopted in this study
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– difference in differences and discontinuous regression – as well as in considering a

number of different specifications. This provides strong evidence that the more generous

credit conditions have had a significant positive impact on rental prices. On the other

hand, we should be more cautious in concluding that the change in credit conditions

has neither affected the quality of dwellings or the probability of home ownership, since

it is not possible to guarantee that the result can be extrapolated to municipalities

with populations further from the 50 thousand figure explored, or to changes to credit

conditions far different from those analyzed in our treatment group – whose maximum

financing was 30% higher than for the control group. In any event, we have found a local

result in this direction, suggesting it is important to analyze financing limits and income

ranges for each municipality, since uncalibrated values (higher than necessary) can lead

to income transfer from buyers or lessees to other participants in the real estate market

(such as builders or lessors).

Figure III
Number of urban residential units – MCMV program

This figure shows the number of urban residential units that were purchased under the MCMV program
for income ranges II and III between 2008 and 2014 for different groups. The municipalities in the sample
are those having between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, not located in metropolitan regions. The control
group is formed of municipalities with between 30,000 and 50,000 inhabitants, and the treatment group
is composed of municipalities with between 50,000 and 70,000 people. In 2008, the program did not yet
exist, so there were no related housing units. The program began in 2009, but the focus was on larger
cities. Starting in 2010, cities with fewer than 100,000 inhabitants were included in the program. Source:
Ministry of Cities.
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Figure IV
Amounts financed by the MCMV program and number of municipalities

assisted

The figure presents the amount (in million reais) spent on financing urban residential units via the
MCMV program between 2008 and 2014 for different groups. The municipalities in the sample are
those with between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, not located in metropolitan regions. The control
group is formed of municipalities with between 30,000 and 50,000 inhabitants, and the treatment group
is composed of municipalities having between 50,000 and 70,000 inhabitants. The table presents the
number of cities included in the program in each of the groups analyzed.

Table I
Number of municipalities included in the program by year

Municipalities in the sample 0 0 601 575 574 560 554
Control Group 0 0 438 424 424 412 408
Treatment Group 0 0 163 151 150 148 146
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Figure V
Average rental price - Control and treatment groups

The figure shows the average rental price in the control and treatment groups between 2007 and 2014. It
can be seen that prices were similar before the introduction of different financing limits on the program.
This differentiation began in 2011 and intensified in 2012, when the average rental price in the treatment
group started to depart from the control group. The treatment group consists of municipalities with
between 50,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, while the control group is composed of municipalities with a
population between 30,000 and 50,000 people. We included in the sample only households with income
levels compatible with ranges II and III of the MCMV program, living in non-metropolitan urban regions.
The metropolitan regions were dropped from the sample due to their specific rules.
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Figure VI
Evolution of income - control and treatment groups

The figure presents the nominal average household income in the control and treatment groups between
2007 and 2014. It can be seen that during the entire period analyzed, the average household income for
these groups was very similar, and followed the same trend. The treatment group consists of municipalities
with between 50,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, while the control group is composed of municipalities with a
population between 30,000 and 50,000 people. We included in the sample only households in municipalities
with between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities not belonging to a metropolitan
region. We also included in the sample only households with income levels compatible with ranges II and
III of the MCMV program. We used data from the PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013 and 2014.

Figure VII
Comparison between populations: 2010 Census and 2011 PNAD - (a)

Histogram of the Distribution

Figure VII contains a histogram of the population distribution by size of municipality according to the
2010 Census and the 2011 PNAD
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Figure VIII
(Kernel Density

Figure VIII depicts the kernel density of the population by size of municipality, according to the 2010
Census and the 2011 PNAD. Source: IBGE

Figure IX
Relation between rental price and municipal population

The figure presents the positive relationship between the rental prices (constant prices of 2017) and
the population of the municipality for all Brazilian municipalities with a population of less than 100,000
inhabitants. We considered only dwellings located in urban regions with rents between R100andR15,000,
based on data from the PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013 and 2014.
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Figure X
Discontinuity in rental prices

The figure shows the result of the analysis of discontinuity in rental prices at the population threshold
of 50,000 people. We can see a discontinuity in the rental price around this threshold. The sample is
restricted to rented dwellings located in municipalities of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban
areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. It is also restricted to households eligible for
the PMCV program in ranges II and III. We used data from the PNAD for 2013 and 2014.

Figure XI
Discontinuity in Household Income - (a) Households eligible for the

MCMV program; (b) (b) All households in the municipality

The figures show the results for discontinuity in household income (constant prices of 2017) at the
population threshold of 50,000 people. In Figure (a), the sample is restricted to households eligible for
the PMCV program in ranges II and III. In Figure (b) the sample excludes only households with income
lower than R$200 and higher than R$20,000. Neither samples have discontinuity in household income.
Both samples only consider dwellings located in municipalities of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants,
in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. We used data from the PNAD for
2013 and 2014.
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Figure XII
Discontinuity in the percentage of rented dwellings in a municipality

This figure shows the results from analyzing discontinuity in the percentage of rented dwellings at the
population threshold of 50,000 people. There is no discontinuity in this sample, suggesting that additional
credit did not impact the home-ownership ratio. The sample includes dwellings located in municipalities
of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan
region. It is also restricted to households eligible for the PMCV program in ranges II and III. We used
data from the PNAD for 2013 and 2014.

Table II
Definition of the gross household income ranges in the MCMV program

Table shows the variation in the income ranges permitted for eligibility for the MCMV program: in
2009, year of its creation; in 2011, when the law as changed; and in 2012, when the federal government
updated the amounts. Sources: Diàrio Oficial da União, Ministry of Cities, Caixa Econômica Federal
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Table III
Interest rates charged by the program according to gross household

income

The table shows the different snapshot interest rates charged in Brazil to finance real estate purchases.
The rates charged in the program are significantly lower than those outside the program, even when
compared to those charged on loans made under the Housing Finance System (SFH). Source: Diàrio
Oficial da União, Ministry of Cities, Caixa Econômica Federal

Table IV
Maximum value of the dwelling by size of municipality

The table shows the different ceiling values for dwellings eligible for the MCMV program, at different
points in time. Source: Diàrio Oficial da União, Ministry of Cities, Caixa Econômica Federal. *SP =
São Paulo; RJ = Rio de Janeiro; BSB = Braśılia
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Table V
Descriptive statistics - MCMV – average values by municipality

Descriptive statistics of the MCMV program for Brazil, sample of interest, control group and treatment
group. The sample of interest is composed of municipalities with a population of between 30,000 and
70,000, not located in metropolitan regions; the control group is composed of municipalities with a
population of between 30,000 and 50,000; and the treatment group consists of municipalities with a
population of between 50,000 and 70,000.
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Table VI
Descriptive Statistics – Income Range

Descriptive statistics by income range and years of observation according to the PNAD. We only
considered municipalities with a population of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants
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Table VII
Descriptive Statistics - control and treatment groups

Descriptive statistics of the control and treatment groups and years of observation according to the
PNAD. The control group is composed of cities with a population of between 30,000 and 50,000 people
and the treatment group consists of cities with a population of between 50,000 and 70,000 people.

Table VIII
Difference in differences: Impact on rental prices – MCMV population

The table shows the results of estimation by difference in differences to evaluate the impact on rental
prices of the higher ceiling value of the dwelling permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (5) show
the results for the variable rent in reais (constant prices of 2017), the difference among them being the
inclusion of controls. As a proxy for size we considered the total number of rooms, number of bedrooms
and number of bathrooms. The type of dwelling is a house or apartment. As a proxy for quality, we
considered the construction materials. Controls for household income and municipal population were
also included. Column (6) presents the same analysis with the response variable being Ln(Rent). For
all the specifications considered, we observed a positive and significant impact of greater credit supply
on rental prices. The average rental price of dwellings in cities with a population of greater than 50,000
people increased by R$69.00 more than those in cities with fewer than 50,000 people when comparing the
periods before and after implementation of the program. In all the estimates, we considered only rented
dwellings located in cities with between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that do
not belong to a metropolitan region. The sample is restricted to the people eligible in ranges II and III
of the PMCV. We used data from the PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table IX
Difference in differences: Impact on rental prices in different income

ranges

The table shows the results of estimation by difference in differences to evaluate the impact on rental
prices of the permitting dwellings of higher value. Columns (1) to (4) show the results for the variable
rent in reais (constant prices of 2017), where the difference between the columns is the range of income
considered. In column (1) the sample is restricted to people eligible for ranges II and III of the PMCV. In
column (2) we considered households with a monthly income up to R$7,000; in column (3) we included
households with a monthly income of between R$7,000 and R$10,000; and in column (4) we considered
all households, excluding only outliers. Controls for household income and municipal population were
included in all the estimates. In addition, we included controls for size, quality and type of dwelling.
As a proxy for size, we considered the total number of rooms, number of bedrooms and number of
bathrooms. The type of dwelling is a house or apartment. As a proxy for quality, we considered the
construction materials used. As the range of income considered increased, the impact on the treatment
group diminished. When evaluating the impact for any income range, it ceased to be significant. In all
the estimates, we only considered rented dwellings located in cities with a population of between 30,000
and 70,000 people, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. We used data
from the PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table X
Difference in differences. Impact on dwelling size

The table shows the results of estimation by difference in differences to evaluate the impact on dwelling
size of the higher ceiling value permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (4) show the results for the total
number of rooms, which is the proxy for dwelling size. The difference between the columns is the portion
of the population considered. In column (1), the sample is restricted to the people eligible for ranges II
and III of the PMCV who live in rented dwellings. Column (2) considers all people eligible for ranges II
and III of the PMCV; column (3) considers people who are homeowners and are still paying loans; and
column (4) considers all people, excluding only outliers. Controls for household income and municipal
population were included in all the estimates. We also included controls for quality and type of dwelling.
The type of dwelling is a house or apartment. As a proxy for quality, we considered the construction
materials used. The treatment variable was not significant in any of the estimates considered, suggesting
there was no alteration in the dwelling size when comparing the control and treatment groups. In all
the estimates, we considered only dwellings located in cities with a population of between 30,000 and
70,000 people, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. We used data from
the PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p< 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table XI
Difference in differences. Impact on dwelling quality

The table shows the result of estimation by difference in differences to estimate the impact on dwelling
quality of the higher ceiling value of the dwelling permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (3) show the
results for the population eligible in ranges II and III of the PMCV, while columns (4) to (6) show the
results for all of the dwellings in the municipality. In columns (1) and (4), the explanatory variable is
the number of bedrooms, which is a proxy for size. In columns (2) and (5), the explanatory variable is
a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling roof has high quality, and 0 otherwise. In columns (3) and (6) the
explanatory variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the wall covering has high quality, and 0 otherwise. Controls
for household income, number or residents and municipal population were included in all the estimates.
The treatment variable was not significant in any of the estimates considered, suggesting there was no
alteration in dwelling quality when comparing the control and treatment groups. In all the estimates, we
only considered dwellings located in cities with a population of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants,
in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. We used data from the PNAD for
2007, 2008, 2009, 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table XII
Difference in differences: Impact on housing shortage

The table shows the result of estimation by difference in differences to evaluate the impact on the housing
shortage of the higher ceiling value of the dwelling permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (3) show the
results where the response variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the dwelling is owned and is not counted
in calculating the housing shortage, and 0 otherwise. Columns (4) to (6) show the results where the
response variable is a dummy equal to 1 if the residents are counted in calculating the housing shortage
and 0 otherwise. In columns (1) and (4), the sample is restricted to the population eligible for ranges II
and III of the PMCV, while in columns (2) and (5), the sample is restricted to the population eligible
for range I of the PMCV. In columns (3) and (6) all households were considered, excluding only outliers.
Controls for household income, number of residents and municipal population were included in all the
estimates. The treatment variable was not significant in any of the estimates considered, suggesting there
was no alteration in the housing shortage when comparing the control and treatment groups. The variable
Year¿2011 was positive and significant for the samples (5) and (6), showing there was a reduction in the
housing shortage in the years after implementation of the program in range I and in the population as a
whole. In all the estimates, we only considered dwellings located in cities with between 30,000 and 70,000
inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. We used data from the
PNAD for 2007, 2008, 2009, 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table XIII
Difference in differences. Placebo exercise: impact on rent

The table shows the result of estimation by difference in differences to evaluate the impact on rental
prices of the higher ceiling value of the dwelling permitted by a placebo policy. We compared the same
control and treatment groups, but the year after treatment was 2008 and that before treatment was
2007. In this way, there was no difference in the policy between the two periods analyzed. Columns (1)
to (5) show the result for the rent variable in reais, the difference between them being the inclusion of
controls. As a proxy for size, we considered the total number of rooms, number of bedrooms and number
of bathrooms. The type of dwelling is a house or apartment. As a proxy for quality, we considered the
construction materials used. Controls for household income and municipal population were also included.
Column (6) shows the same analysis with the response variable being Ln(Rent). For all the specifications
considered, the impact was not significant. In all the estimates, we only considered rented dwellings
located in cities with a population of between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that
do not belong to a metropolitan region. The sample is restricted to the population eligible for ranges II
and III of the PMCV. We used data from the PNAD for 2007 and 2008.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table XIV
Discontinuous regression: Impact on rental prices - MCMV population

The table shows the results of parametric discontinuity estimation to evaluate the impact on rental prices
of the higher ceiling value of the dwelling permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (4) show the result for
the variable rent in reais, the difference between them being the inclusion of controls. As a proxy for size,
we considered the total number of rooms, number of bedrooms and number of bathrooms. The type of
dwelling is a house or apartment. As a proxy for quality we considered the construction materials used.
Controls for household income and municipal population were also included. The population was centered
at 50,000 inhabitants. For all the specifications considered, we observed a positive and significant impact
on the rental price of dwellings located in cities with a population of greater than 50,000 people. The
cities with more than 50,000 people had an average rental price R$96.00 more expensive than in cities
with a population of lower than 50,000 people. In all the estimates, we considered only rented dwellings
located in cities with between 30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities not belonging to
a metropolitan region. The sample was restricted to the population eligible for ranges II and III of the
PMCV. We used data from the PNAD for 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.

Table XV
Discontinuous regression: Impact on Homeownership ratio

The table shows the results of parametric discontinuity estimation to evaluate the impact on the number
of people who rent dwellings of the higher ceiling value permitted by the policy. Columns (1) to (4) show
the results for a dummy variable equal to 1 if a dwelling is rented and 0 otherwise. The difference among
the columns is the inclusion of controls. As a proxy for size, we considered the total number of rooms,
number of bedrooms and number of bathrooms. The type of dwelling is a house or apartment. As a
proxy for quality we considered the construction materials used. Controls for household income and
municipal population were also included. The population was centered at 50,000 inhabitants. For all the
specifications considered, the treatment variable was insignificant. The additional credit did not alter
the homeownership ratio, when considering cities with a population of just under the threshold of 50,000
people. In all the estimates, we only considered dwellings located in cities with a population of between
30,000 and 70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. The
sample was restricted to the population eligible for ranges II and III of the PMCV. We used data from
the PNAD for 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table XVI
Discontinuous regression: Impact on dwelling quality

The table shows the results of parametric discontinuity estimation to evaluate the impact on dwelling
quality of the higher ceiling value of dwellings permitted by the policy. In column (1), the explanatory
variable is the total number of rooms, while in column (2), the explanatory variable is the number of
bedrooms, both of which are proxies for size. In column (3), the explanatory variable is a dummy equal
to 1 if the roof has good quality and 0 otherwise, and in column (4), the explanatory variable is a dummy
equal to 1 if the wall material has good quality and 0 otherwise. Controls for household income, number
of residents and municipal population were included in all of the estimates. The population was centered
at 50,000 people. The treatment variable was not significant in most of the estimates, and when it was,
which was only in column1, its signal was negative, suggesting there was no increase in dwelling quality
when comparing the groups of municipalities just above and just below the threshold of 50,000 people. In
all the estimates, we only considered dwellings located in cities with a population of between 30,000 and
70,000 inhabitants, in urban areas of cities that do not belong to a metropolitan region. The sample was
restricted to the population eligible for ranges II and III of the PMCV. We used data from the PNAD
for 2013 and 2014.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Abstract

Exploring firm-level data we empirically study the degree of asymmetric information

in the Brazilian credit market, and test whether the usual predictions of theoretical

models regarding asymmetric information are observable in our data. Considering

that the credit decision is based on credit risk models, we have investigated how

private data, which can only be accessed by some lenders (usually incumbents)

can improve the models and produce advantages for competitors granted access to

said data. Our findings suggest that private information substantially increases the

accuracy of credit models, enabling competitors who are granted access the oppor-

tunity to increase their potential client portfolio by more than 100%, without facing

a higher default rate, which suggests that the degree of asymmetric information is

highly significant. In addition, our results provide evidence that new competitors

face adverse selection conditions, since riskier clients are 27% more likely to migrate

from their original bank, and subsequently have a 29% higher default rate. Never-

theless, by exploring the value of private information in different clusters of clients,

we have found evidence that the usual data available in the Brazilian market are

useful for more easily identifying high-risk clients, but insufficient for identifying

very low-risk clients. Finally, we have tested a random forest model to investigate

whether using a more modern modeling approach could replace reliance on private

information but have not found evidence to support this.

Keywords: Credit Market, Asymmetric Information; Information Shar-

ing
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I Introduction

Money-lending is probably one of the businesses that requires the most information

and predictive capabilities, considering that the return on each loan depends on the

probability of the borrower defaulting, which is an unknown variable. In addition, the

depth of information about this probability varies among players in this market: borrowers

are better informed about themselves and their projects than lenders; and lenders who

are more familiar with their borrowers (for instance, incumbents who have longstanding

relationships with them) are better informed than new lenders trying to attract these same

borrowers as new clients. Hence, credit markets are rich fields for exploring information-

related issues, which is what we aim to do in this paper. Specifically, we empirically study

the degree of asymmetric information in the Brazilian credit market, and test whether

the usual predictions of theoretical models regarding asymmetric information, applied to

credit markets, are observable in our data, especially with respect to adverse selection.

In addition, we have divided our sample into clusters, to evaluate whether information is

more useful in specific groups, such as riskier clients.

Considering that the credit decision is based on credit risk models, which are used to

predict the likelihood of default, we have investigated how private data, which can only

be accessed by some lenders (usually incumbents) can improve the models and produce

advantages for competitors granted access to said data. Afterwards we look for signs

of adverse selection, by testing whether the propensity to migrate from an incumbent

bank to a new lender is correlated to the credit risk; whether the clients who migrate

have a higher default rate in comparison to other clients; and whether new clients are

offered inferior credit terms (higher interest rates and lower credit limits). Our findings

suggest that private information substantially increases the accuracy of credit models,

enabling competitors who are granted access the opportunity to increase their potential

client portfolio more than 100%, without facing a higher default rate, which suggests that

the degree of asymmetric information is highly significant. In addition, we have found

evidence that the usual results expected in this environment of asymmetric information

are present in the Brazilian market: riskier clients are 20% more likely to switch bank, and

thus clients who move to a new bank have higher default rates and worse credit terms1.

Our Brazilian dataset is interesting to study for two reasons: i) the country’s high

spreads and banking concentration, which suggest a significant impact from asymmetric

information; and ii) researchers authorized by the Brazilian Central Bank are allowed to

access private information, which produces advantages for major banks (because banks

are required to report detailed information about their credit transactions to the Central

Bank). Hence, we have sufficient information to evaluate the extent of the advantage

enjoyed by incumbent banks and test the predictions from models in this context. We

1Stroebel (2016), for instance, has developed a theoretical model for such predictions
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also analyze the type of information and its utility for predicting default rates by different

groups of clients. Studying this information makes a significant contribution to this paper,

considering that one of the problems in evaluating the effects of asymmetric information

is that private information is not usually available to researchers. Thus, our data allow

us to test predictions considering different datasets that lenders can observe about each

firm.

We have used econometric models that are typically applied for credit decisions, in

which the dependent variable is the default, simulating availability of different datasets.

Thus, we have estimated a model that we have named ‘complete model’, whose explana-

tory variables include private and public information, and another model called the ‘in-

complete model’, whose inputs originate solely from public information. By comparing

the performance of these two models, we gain a measure of the level of information asym-

metry, since incumbent lenders can develop models like the complete one, while new

competitors must rely on models like the incomplete one. To quantify this situation, we

have used indicators that are common to the credit business: Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)

test results and measures of default rates X approval rates (better models are able to

approve credit for more clients while keeping the default rate constant or the approval

rate constant with a lower default rate). We have found that the Kolmogorov–Smirnov

test result for the incomplete model was 14 percentage points lower than for the complete

model, suggesting that the discriminating power of the incomplete model is significantly

lower.

Having evaluated the degree of asymmetric information, as described above, we have

followed Stroebel (2016) [1] and Foley et al. (2018) [2], testing the main predictions from

asymmetric information models as they apply to credit markets:

• Borrowers that migrate from incumbent banks to new ones have higher default rates;

• Consequently, lenders establish more stringent credit terms for new clients that

migrate from other banks;

• Observable high-risk borrowers are more likely to move from incumbent banks to

other lenders, since the private information advantage is less pronounced once it is

easier to identify a very high-risk client. In this prediction, our test is more precise

than usual: by accessing both public and private information, we can test whether

clients that present low risk according to public information (incomplete model)

and high risk according to private information (complete model) are more likely to

change from the incumbent bank. This shift is expected because in this situation,

only lenders that can access private information know this borrower is high risk, so

new competitor will evaluate the same borrower as having lower risk and may offer

relatively better terms.
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All expected results listed above were observed in our data and were statistically

significant. In addition, when investigating the value of private information in subsamples

of our data, we found that banks are able to separate clients with very high propensity to

default from clients with low propensity, but are not able to differentiate between clients

that have a low propensity to default from those with a very low propensity, due to the

kind of variables that are available with significant information value – most of these

variable relate to short payment delays, which is not observable on the databases held by

credit bureaus (which mainly identify borrowers longer than 60 days overdue).

Finally, we tested an alternative modeling method, to investigate whether a more

modern approach could replace reliance on private information (using random forest

instead of logit models), but we did not find evidence in that direction, so it seems

that more information has much greater importance.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: the next section describes the

related literature, section three the database, section four specifies the empirical approach,

section five presents our results, and the last section contains our concluding remarks.

II Literature Review

Theoretical relationship between asymmetric information and credit market failures is

deeply investigated since Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), that formalized a model which results

suggests that imperfect information could lead to a disequilibrium in which prices are not

able to drive the supply to match the demand. The problem is that even if marginal

lenders would accept to pay higher interest rates to compensate higher risks, setting such

rates could cause an additional increase in the risk, due to adverse selection (worsening

the pool of borrowers) or even moral hazard (inducing the lenders to take more risks in

his projects, increasing its expected return to pay for that rates). The effect described

by Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) is a consequence of the asymmetric information between the

lenders and the borrowers, once the last are more informed about his condition to repay

the loan than the formers.

Another source of asymmetric information is the unequal level of information among

different competitors about the same client. In general, the incumbent lender has the

best information, developed while observing its client’s repayment behavior, and may ap-

propriate to itself some monopoly profit from that. The challenger, that offer some credit

to potential lenders that are incumbent’s clients will probably get only the riskier ones,

facing higher non repayment rates and, consequently, lower profitability. Some papers, for

instance Dell’Ariccia, Friedman, and Marquez (1999)[3], model this situation highlight-

ing how the asymmetric information act as a barrier to new entrants. Some others, like

Stroebel (2016) and Foley et al (2018) [1], focus on testing the predictions of this kind of

model, usually producing evidence on the direction that less informed competitor faces
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higher non repayment rates and set worse credit conditions to its borrowers, i.e. lower

credit limits and higher interest rates.

In the light of this adverse effect of the asymmetric information in the credit markets,

researchers investigated the potential impact of sharing information (Vives (1990), Foley

et al (2018)) [4], how effective it could be to mitigate that effect, in which situations

lenders could spontaneously agree to share information (Pagano and Jappelli (1993),

Vives (1990)) [5], or when regulators actions are necessary. Interesting to note that there

is several evidence that sharing information reduces interest rates, reducing monopoly

power of the incumbent bank, nevertheless, there is no evidence that sharing information

increase loans. Actually, theory predicts that exchange information cause increase in the

credit amount only if in the equilibrium before the sharing there was low risky clients who

were restricted from credit that could compensate the likely exclusion of high risk clients

from the market. Hence, there is a trade-off between more competition (lower interest

rates) against credit exclusion of higher risk borrowers.

Most of these results, or at least its intensity, depends on local markets structure,

the degree of asymmetry in the local information, and even local consumers behavior

(for instance more mobile clients tends to reduce market power originated from private

information). These conditions are very different among countries, in the United Sates,

for example, there is a very rich bureau of information (FICO) that reduces Asymmetric

information. Brazilian case is intermediate, considering that there are some bureaus,

sharing important information that any company can access (paying for that), however,

big banks have better information about their clients.

Most of the papers described above, when testing predictions of theoretical models,

produce evidence of assymetric information consequences, such as a less informed player

facing a higher default rate. In this paper, we also investigate the private data that cause

a disparity in the quantity and quality of information, while addressing the measurement

of asymmetric information, and then its consequences [6, 7, 8, 9].

III Data

The primary source of data is the Annual List of Social Information (Relação Anual

de Informações Sociais - RAIS), generated by the Ministry of Labor and Employment

(MTE), from which we selected our sample of firms and also collected information about

the number of employees. The RAIS data have been collected annually since 1985 and

contain detailed information on the employer-employee relationship in the formal sector.

The RAIS database contains information on firms (such as sector of activity, year of

incorporation and location), workers (gender, date of birth, educational level etc.) and

employment terms (such as wages, occupation type, hiring/dismissal dates and reason for

layoffs).
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We selected a sample of 50,000 firms in 2016, excluding firms with fewer than three

employees and those incorporated in 2016.The main goal with these filters was to eliminate

newly established firms , with insufficient historical information, and the ones too small,

that could behave more like consumers than business entities.

The second source of data was Serasa Experian, the largest credit bureau in Brazil. It

provided the credit score of its statistical models for our sample of 50,000 firms in June

2016 and June 2017. Its models make use of many records about firms, as well as different

kinds of complaints from lenders about delinquency. Its scores provide the main source of

information to potential lenders that are looking to attract new clients. This information

is paid, but is available to any player in the market, so we considered it to be public

information in this study.

The third source of data was the Credit Information System (Sistema de Informações

de Credito - SCR) of the Central Bank of Brazil. This dataset includes virtually all loans

made by financial institutions operating in Brazil since January 2003. Information on each

loan is transmitted monthly and includes: type of loan, debt value (total and delinquent),

interest rate, maturity etc. Only the Central Bank and the lending bank can access

that information: when a firm opens a current account with a bank, it automatically

authorizes this bank to access that information, but other banks cannot access it, so it is

private information that winds up producing an advantage for banks with large numbers

of clients. Accessing this information allowed us to analyze the reasons for advantages of

incumbents, essential to the contribution of this paper.

We matched our sample of 50,000 firms to SCR data in June 2016 and June 2017.

From these firms, 23,641 were found in June 2016 and 23,529 were found in June 2017.

For the matched firms of each period, we merged the data again to SCR data to obtain all

credit information up to one year beforehand - from June 2015 to May 2016 for the sample

referenced in June 2016, and from June 2016 to May 2017 for the sample referenced in

June 2017 – and one year ahead - from July 2016 to June 2017 and from July 2017 to

June 2018 for the sample references, respectively, of June 2016 and June 2017. The “one

year before” information is necessary to simulate the database that lenders could access

to analyze whether or not to offer credit to a client, and the “one year ahead” information

is necessary do construct the performance variable, which means verifying if that firm

defaulted in the following 12 months.

Hence, using our first reference as an example, which is June 2016, we built our

explained variable as a dummy that assumes 1 if the analyzed firm reached 90 days

overdue in any loan from July 2016 to June 2017, and 0 otherwise. This default definition

is an international standard, defined by credit regulators. The explanatory variables were

built using the information from June 2015 to May 2016, and these variables were basically

related to credit characteristics (like type of loan and duration of the debt), and credit

history, like number of installments that were not paid on time, maximum share of debt
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overdue, maximum days overdue, etc. Both to defined default and arrears, we used some

materiality filters, considering only values higher than R$ 1000.

Another important definition was migration. According to our criteria, the main bank

of the firm was the one holding the highest proportion of its debt. Consequently, we

considered that a firm migrated from its incumbent bank to another one if the highest

proportion of its credit was held by one bank in June 2016 and another one in June 2017.

Finally, since the behavior of borrowers at the start of a relationship with a new lender

is especially important for this study, considering this group of borrowers is the potential

result of adverse selection, and accounted for a small share of a random sample, we added

a new sample only with “new” borrowers (those having up to six months of relationship

with any financial institution). We did not have all the information about these clients,

only the information of the Central Bank, because it is not possible to extract data from

the Central Bank to merge with external data. Nevertheless, it was useful to increase

our sample in analyses where external data were not necessary, for instance to compare

performance of the average new client with other clients.

In the final Sample we have 73,640 firms. From this, 22,530 were in the first six

months of the relationship with at least one financial institution (“new clients”). Table 1

compares some statistics of the new clients with other firms (“old clients”). It shows that

percentage of new clients with working capital debt is lower, its average (and median)

outstanding is lower as well, but interest rate they pay are higher. The only variable that

we can direct compare with the market (central bank monthly report of credit) is the

average interest rate, which is higher on our sample. This difference, seems acceptable,

because it is not so large, and can be explained by the fact that in our sample new clients

are overrepresented (because they are important to the adverse selection analysis), and

because we have a random sample of firms, which may be different of a random sample

of users of credit (that would be more representative of the central bank population).

Table I
Main Statistics of the sample

Table I presents the main descriptive statistics of our sample, comparing clients in the first 6 months of
relationship with a financial institution with other clients. Among new clients, the percentage that use
credit is lower, while the interest rate is higher.

In Figure I we exhibit the correlation of the Serasa credit scoring (incomplete model)

with one of the variables of the Credit Information System (SCR), the debt in arrears. It

illustrates that Serasa model has a high correlation with that variable, once the higher the
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credit scoring (lower risk), the lower the percentage of firms with some debt in arrears.

Nevertheless, it suggests that information of the Credit Information System (which is

not public) can add predictive power to Serasa Model, once even among the 20% best

classified clients according to this model, 6% have some debt in arrears, which may be too

much. Probably, if Serasa model could use SCR information2 , the scoring of this clients

with debt in arrears would be worse. Such hypothesis illustrates part of our investigation,

which is measure the degree of asymmetry caused by the fact that only part of market

players can access SCR information (each bank can access only the information of its

current clients).

Figure I
% firms with some debt in arrears X quintile of Serasa credit scoring

Figure I shows the percentage of firms with loan in arrears by quintile of the Serasa credit score,which
is considered the incomplete model in this paper, once it considers only public information. The clients
with the best scores are less prone to be in arrears, showing that the model of Serasa has an important
correlation with variable of the risk system of the BCB. However, even among the clients with lower risk
according to the risk model of Serasa, the percentage of firms with a loan in arrears is relevant at 6% of
the sample. This suggests it is possible that having access to information from the credit system of the
BCB improves the model of Serasa, which is part of our investigation here

2During the writing of this paper, the positive list mechanism proposed by the Central Bank was
approved, and its implementation is ongoing. When it is fully implemented, Serasa and other bureaus
will be able to access that information, improving their credit scoring
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IV Empirical Analysis

Our main goal was to demonstrate that there is asymmetric information among lenders

competing for borrowers in the Brazilian credit market, and test whether it causes adverse

selection effects. There is no doubt that incumbent banks have more information about

their clients than new competitors wanting to attract these clients. Nevertheless, our

analysis aimed to verify if this extra information is informative enough to produce some

advantage to incumbents, in other words, if it allows better-informed lenders to make

better credit decisions than new competitors, which can only access public information.

Hence, for our approach, to demonstrate the existence of information asymmetry it was

necessary to demonstrate that this extra information improves credit decisions.

Therefore, to study the relationship of asymmetric information, adverse selection, and

credit conditions, we proceeded in three steps. First, we replicated a credit rating system

for incumbents and challengers considering the information that each of them can access.

The second step consisted of showing that incumbents’ credit rating performs better,

giving them an advantage derived from the asymmetric information. Finally, we tested

predictions of theoretical models for this environment with asymmetric information, like

the existence of adverse selection, and its correlation with the credit systems described

here.

• Step 1. Replicating the credit rating system: Financial institutions classify

their clients by attributing a credit score to each of them. The quality of this credit

scoring depends on the quality and availability of information. To simulate models

that are used by incumbent lenders in their credit decisions, we used a logit model

combining credit bureau information, which is public, with private information

(which only incumbent banks can access), to estimate the probability of default

(PD) of each firm. We called this the complete model. This model replicates the

credit scoring that the better informed lenders use in their credit decisions.

Yi = β0.CreditBureaui + β.Xprivatei + µi (1)

Where: Y is the performance variable, which is a dummy that equals 1 if the firm

does not repay the loan or 0 otherwise; CreditBureau is the score generated by the

credit Bureau (Serasa), that summarizes the public information; and Xprivate is a

vector of private information (such as amount and type of credit that the borrower

obtained in the past, duration of debt, history of punctuality of installments).

Competing lenders can access only partial information, obtained from the credit

bureau (public information), so we denoted the model using this information as the

incomplete model. Credit bureaus usually apply logit models as described above,

but only with parameters based on public information as explanatory variables.
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We ranked all firms of our sample based on both models, so all of them had two

credit scores: complete and incomplete. We expected the complete model to perform

better than the incomplete one, and the measure of the difference between them

would reflect the extent of information asymmetry.

• Step 2. Comparing models to measure asymmetric information: The ad-

vantage of the incumbent banks comes from their additional information. However,

this is only translated into a real advantage if this information is useful to improve

estimation of probabilities of default of each firm, i.e., only if the models used by

incumbents perform better. To investigate that aspect, we used two metrics:

3.1: Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS). According to May (2004) and Anderson (2007),

the KS statistic is the most widely used statistics for measuring the predictive

power of rating systems. It is a nonparametric measure for assessing error, built

on an analysis of the empirical cumulative distribution function. After ranking the

sample with the score under evaluation, it compares the cumulative distribution

of good borrowers (who do not default) with the cumulative distribution of bad

borrowers, then calculates the maximum difference of these two distributions. Thus,

the statistic is:

KS = máx |Fb(s)− Fg(s)| , 0 ≤ KS ≤ 1 (2)

Where Fb(s) is the empirical cumulative distribution function of bad clients, and

Fg(s) is the empirical cumulative distribution function of good clients.

The intuition is that the better the model is that generates this score, the more

the bad clients (who defaulted) will be concentrated in the high-risk category, while

good clients will be concentrated in the low-risk category. Hence, the difference of

this distribution according to this score will be high, so the better the model is, the

higher will be the KS statistic calculated with this model.

In this paper, we present, several times, the graphical representation of the KS

statistic, which is known as the KS curve. It charts the empirical cumulative

distribution function of bad and good clients against the score, as illustrated in

Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) illustrates a model with a very high discrimination power,

since most of the bad clients are concentrated in the lowest scores while most of

the good clients are concentrated in the highest scores. The maximum difference

between the cumulative curves is 85% (91% - 6%, as illustrated). Figure 2 (b)

depicts a KS curve of a weak model, which is not able to differentiate good from

bad clients. The cumulative curves of this poor model are very close, so its KS

statistic is almost zero.
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Figure II
KS Curve Examples

Figure II-(a) illustrates a model with a very high discrimination power, since most of the bad clients are
concentrated in the lowest scores while most of the good clients are concentrated in the highest scores.
The maximum difference between the cumulative curves is 85% (91% - 6%, as illustrated). Figure II-
(b) depicts a KS curve of a weak model, which is not able to differentiate good from bad clients. The
cumulative curves of this poor model are very close, so its KS statistic is almost zero.

3.2: Tradeoff between risk and approval rate. By comparing two models with

different quality applied to the same sample of clients, the better model can allow

the financial institution lend money to more clients than the worse model and

obtain the same default rate, or to lend money to the same share of clients while

achieving a lower probability of default. Hence, a possible measure of quality is

the approval rate (share of clients that received loans) for each level of default

probability. Complementary measures is the expect default rates of each level of

approval rate.

These models were developed in the first reference (in June 2016) and applied to the

validation sample, which was that with our second reference date (the year 2017),

to avoid overfitting problems. Therefore, we considered that incumbents are better

informed, generating asymmetric information, if the model developed including pri-

vate information (complete model) performed better, according to criteria described

above, in the validation sample. Finally, we split our sample into clusters to analyze

if the information works better in some group of clients.

• Step 3. Testing theoretical predictions: We looked for evidence that incumbent

lenders keep lower risk borrowers, while challengers get riskier ones, implying a

higher default rate and worse credit conditions for clients who migrate from the

incumbent bank to another one (and for new clients in general). Our definition of

main bank (incumbent bank) was the one to which the firm owed the most money.

Hence, firms that migrated from their incumbent banks to challengers were those

that owed the most to one bank in the first reference period (June 2016) and to

another lender one year later.
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We tested if the propensity of this migration was correlated with the credit score

(from the complete and incomplete models), whether the clients that migrated had

a higher default rate compared to other clients, and if new clients receive worse

credit conditions (higher interest rates and lower credit limits). To check statistical

significance, we tested these predictions with a two sample t-test with unequal

variances.

V Results

As mentioned in the previous section, our first step was to run a logit model including

all available information, private and public (Appendix1, equation 5), replicating models

used by incumbent banks. Hence, we ranked all firms of the sample with a credit score

generated by this model. Figure III illustrates the performance of this model in the

validation sample (June of 2017). This rank can significantly differentiate good clients

(who do not default) from bad clients (who default), since defaulters are concentrated in

worse credit score categories while good clients are concentrated in better credit scores

(KS of 53.6). In addition, as expected, the better the credit score, the higher the default

was: in the 20% worst ranked firms, the observed default rate was 18%, while in the 20%

best ranked firms the rate was 3%.

Figure III
Complete Model Discrimination Power

Figure III depicts the discrimination power of our complete model, which incorporates, besides credit
score information from Serasa, information from the BCB’s risk system. Figure III-a compares the
cumulative distribution of clients that were in default in the 12 months after the reference date with
the cumulative distribution of clients that were not in default (in order of the credit score generated by
this model). The curve of defaulting clients (bad) has a strong concentration in the lower ratings (worse
classifications), while curve of the good clients is more evenly distributed. The greatest distance between
the curves is 50.3 (KS indicator). Figure III-b shows the percentage of clients in default by quintile of
this same complete model. The default is higher among borrowers with worse ratings, and the default
rate declines as the rating improves, showing the good performance of the model to rank clients.

The next step was to compare the quality of this complete model that incorporates
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private information with the incomplete model that considers only public information

(from the Serasa credit bureau). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test result of the incomplete

model (35.9) is 18 points lower than that of the complete model, suggesting the discrim-

ination power of the incomplete model is significantly lower (Figure IV-a). Figure IV-b

illustrate the consequence of this better discrimination power in terms of default rate per

credit scoring: clients that are in the 20% worse credit score according to complete model

have higher default rate than clients that are in the 20% worse credit score according

to incomplete model, while, clients that are in the 20% better credit score according to

complete model have lower default rate than clients that are in the 20% lower credit score

according to incomplete model.

Figure IV
(a) Incomplete Model KS, (b)% Default (complete X incomplete)

Figure IV depicts the discrimination power of our incomplete model, and compares it with that of
the complete model. The KS (greatest distance between the cumulative distributions of good and bad
clients, as described in Figure III is 35.9, worse than that exhibited by the complete model in Figure III.
Besides this, Figure IV-b shows that clients classified in the highest quintiles of the incomplete model
have a higher default rate than those classified in the best groups of the complete model, while those
classified in the lowest quintiles according to the incomplete model have a lower default rate. This
provides complementary evidence that the complete model ranks clients better regarding risk (i.e., the
private information that only it considers adds value).

To translate this better performance of the complete model in terms of economic

indicators, by measuring the advantage of the incumbents, we computed some comparative

statistics, simulating different credit policies and evaluating the number of companies that

would receive loans depending on the model (incomplete or complete). To do that, we first

calculate the accumulated default by each percentage of total borrowers, for the complete

and incomplete model, to estimate the tradeoff between higher approval rate and lower

default rate for each model. Figure V presents the resulting curves, illustrating that, for

any percentage of clients in the sample, the accumulated default rate is lower if clients are

ranked by the complete model than if they are ranked by incomplete level3 . That means

3Except for the 100% of borrowers point in the curve, because since the sample is the same, if we
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that, for any chosen target default rate, the lender that is using the complete model can

reach more clients than lender using incomplete model, or, in the other point of view of

the same graph, for a given approval rate, using the better model allows to reach lower

default rates. In addition, Note that at the start the curves behave erratically, not always

rising, which illustrates the difficulty of classifying clients with very low default risk.

Table II illustrates some options in the tradeoff between approval rate and default rate.

If the credit policy, for instance, is set to reach 3% expected default rate, 12.9% of the

clients would be approved under the restricted model, and 66.6% would be approved under

the complete model. This means that if a new competitor could access the complete model

instead of only using public information, the subsample of clients that could be eligible

for credit (considering a 3% default target) would be 5 folds higher. The lower the default

target, the greater the improvement (using the 1% default target, the sample would be

16.7 folds higher). This result illustrates that if the private information was shared with

new competitors, this could increase the number of borrowers without increasing the risk,

indicating the value of this extra information, or the degree of information asymmetry.

Table II-b illustrate the other possibility of measuring the same gain with the better

model, which is the potential reduction in the default rate for the same approval rate:

if the target is to approve 60% of the potential clients, for instance, using the complete

model would reduce 40% the default rate.

consider 100% of the sample, the default rate is the same, no matter the model.
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Figure V
Accumulates default rate (complete X incomplete model)

Figure V depicts the cumulative default curves according to the percentage of clients ordered by the
two models, complete and incomplete The cumulative default curve of the clients ranked by the complete
model is always below that of the incomplete model, because by ranking the clients better, for any
percentage of the best clients, the default rate of the complete model is lower, except when considering
100% of the sample, in which case the curves meet, coinciding with the mean default rate of the sample.
Note that at the start the curves behave erratically, not always rising, which illustrates the difficulty of
classifying clients with very low default risk.

Table II
Default rate X % borrowers (a) and % borrowers X default rate (b)

Table II illustrates the results of a comparative static exercise, showing the outcomes of different
hypotheses about credit policies defined by the financial institution in relation to the target for the
default rate or the rate of credit approval of clients. Table II-a shows the percentage of clients approved
for different levels of the default rate target. Table II-b, in turn, shows the complementary view, namely
the default rate for different approval rate targets. The comparison of the results between the complete
and incomplete model shows that using the model that contains more information allows increasing the
approval rate without increasing the default rate, or reducing the default rate without diminishing the
approval rate.

Nevertheless, new competitors cannot use this private information, so they are re-

stricted to using the incomplete model. Hence, due to this asymmetric information, they
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are expected to face adverse selection. Indeed, we found that clients that are more likely

to leave their incumbent banks for challengers are riskier, especially the ones that are

classified as high risk in the complete model and low risk in the restricted model 4 –

incumbent bank knows they are high risk while challenger banks do not (and may offer

relatively good credit conditions). The share of clients with those characteristics that

change their main bank was 28%, while 22% of other clients would do so. Additionally,

the default rate of the clients that change was higher than for other borrowers (12.5%

X 9.7%). These differences were tested with a two-sample t-test with unequal variances,

reported in Appendix 2, and were statically significant.

Figure VI
Migration X Credit Rating (a) Migration X Default Rate (b)

Figure VI-a indicates that the clients that are better ranked by the incomplete model (public information)
but poorly classified by the complete model (public 1 in figure VI-a) are more likely to change their main
bank. Figure VI-b shows that clients that migrate from one bank to another (public 1 in figure VI-b)
have a higher default rate than the other banks in the sample. The two results are indications of the
presence of adverse selection.

Furthermore, our results suggest that new clients (in the first 6 months of the relation-

ship with the bank) are more likely to default, which is consistent with the fact that worse

clients move more, opening more new accounts5 . Clients in this period were 100% more

likely to default than older clients, a difference which was statically significant according

to the two-sample t-test.

4Defined as clients in the group of 25% with the worst credit score according to the complete model
and 75% best credit scores in the incomplete model.

5Evaluating the performance of new clients is complementary to evaluating the performance of clients
that migrate from their incumbent bank, because the migration definition requires a definition of the
main (incumbent) bank, which we define as bank to which the borrower owes the most. So, if we looked
only on this criterion of migration, we could be missing clients that migrated but did not have credit from
their former bank. Analyzing all clients at the beginning of a relationship with a financial institution
acts as a robustness check of the theory that migrating clients are riskier.
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Figure VII
Default Rate - clients up to 6 months relationship X others, (a): in 2016

; (b): in 2017

Figure VII shows that new clients (those with relationship up to six months with their main financial
institution) present a significantly higher default rate: in the two references database analyzed, the default
rate of new clients is more than twice that of longstanding clients. This finding is also consistent with
the existence of adverse selection in the process of attracting clients.

The third finding, which is a consequence of the second, is that new clients have worse

credit conditions compared to old clients. Figure VIII shows that limits are higher and

interest lower for older clients. Once more this result is statically significant according to

two-sample t-test.

Figure VIII
Distribution of Credit Conditions for New Client X Others, (a): Credit

Limit ; (b): Working capital interest rate (%p.y.)

Figure VIII shows the distribution of credit conditions to new clients compared to old ones. The graphs
indicate that the new clients receive lower credit limits (VIII-a) and have to pay higher interest rates
(VIII-b).

In addition, to better understand information that improves the credit risk model,

giving advantage to the incumbent, we ordered the main variables according to the infor-

mation value criteria 6 . Table III shows that the top 5 variables according to information

6

∑
(%defaulti −%nondefaulti) .ln

(
%oftotaldefaulti

%oftotalnondefaulti

)
(3)
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value are related to past negative behavior (except credit bureau record, which is the

variable with the highest information value), suggesting they are more important than

others, such as characteristics of the transaction (for instance duration). Indeed, simulat-

ing an intermediate model using only the public information and these top five variables

(Figure IX, Intermediate 1), we found a KS value close to that of the complete model,

while when applying another intermediate model excluding these variables and including

the complementary group of variables, the estimated KS value was close to that of the

incomplete model (Figure IX, Intermediate 3).

Table III
Information Value of Main Variables

Notes: Information value (IV) is a univariate measure of the discrimination power of the variable in
question in relation to an event, in this case default. The higher the IV, the more informative the variable
will be in relation to the event in question. Table III reports the variables with the highest IV. The table’s
results show that all the main predictive variables, except the Serasa score, are related with a negative
credit history (current position or past history of belated loan installments).

Each I is a percentile of the original continuous variable.
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Figure IX
KS Value of Models with Different Groups of Variables

Figure IX shows the discrimination power of the model by the KS criterion, considering different
subgroups of the available variables. The Serasa credit score is included in both because it is public,
and our intention here is to illustrate which subset of private variables increases the predictive power.
In Figure IX-a, the variables added to the model are those related to the track record of arrears, while
those added to the model in Figure IX-b are the others (basically related to the characteristics of the
loan transactions and firms). The results suggest that the variables related to arrears are responsible for
most of the gain, while the set of other variables adds little value, because the KS of the model including
them is equally low as the model that only contains public information (which is basically the Serasa
credit score).

In the light of that result, we divided our sample into groups to evaluate those in

which that data are more informative, and estimated the KS statistic for each subgroup.

The results (Table IV) suggested that both models, complete and incomplete, have poor

performance when only considering clients without negative information, which always pay

installments on time. This is consistent with the fact that the most important variables

in our logit equation are those related to past negative behavior. In addition, the increase

in the performance when including private information is higher in the samples including

high-risk clients. Once again, this is consistent with the type of variable that is most

significant for the model. The highest difference in the performance was in the subsample

with clients that are borrowers (credit outstanding > 0), considering low and high-risk

clients
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Table IV
KS Indicator for Subsamples of Clients

The table IV shows the discrimination power, measured by the KS criterion, of the complete and incom-
plete models for different samples. The first column only includes clients that obtained credit, the second
column covers the complete sample, the third contains clients with an outstanding balance but without
a history of late payment, and the fourth includes all clients without any history of late payment.The
results indicate that when considering only clients without history of arrears, the performance of the
model declines significantly, strengthening the hypothesis that a good part of the model’s discriminatory
power comes from differentiating clients with a record of some type of arrears from the rest.

Finally, since much of the recent literature related to credit scoring and statistical

modeling in general has been focused on evaluating the possible gains from machine

learning applications, we added an exercise to make a small empirical contribution to the

theme. In the context of this paper, the objective of the exercise is to assess whether

the gain from a more modern methodological approach would have a similar order of

magnitude as that brought by the addition of private information. The flexibility of

the structural form provided by these methods and the facility of dealing with a large

number of variables can lead to better performance. On the other hand, the difficulty of

interpreting the results and the risk of overfitting resulting from excessive flexibility are

important challenges to the expansion of their utilization. In this exercise, we applied

a random forest (following Breiman 2001), designed to reduce the overfitting by using

bootstrap aggregation (bagging) of randomly constructed regression trees. We did not find

any evidence of a better performance, but we did find evidence of overfitting risks. Indeed,

despite the very high KS statistic of the sample developed (June 2016), our random forest

model’s performance declined substantially in the validation sample (Figures X-a and

X-b), underperforming the logit model. That result is a real example of overfitting risk.

Additionally, considering only public information (Figure XI), the performance of the

random forest was very poor (KS 18), the worst one among the models we evaluated.

Nevertheless, this last finding appears less relevant, considering that the small number of

variables eliminates one of the advantages of this type of model in dealing with a large

amount of information.
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Figure X
Indicator Using Random Forest Model (including private information)

Figure X illustrates the discriminatory power, measured by the KS indicator, of a model estimated by
the random forest method, using the complete database, including private information. Figure 9a depicts
the result in the developing sample, where the model performs very well. However, in the developing
sample, the performance drops substantially, illustrating the risk of overfitting with this type of approach.

Figure XI
KS Indicator Using Random Forest Model (only public information)

Figure XI shows the discriminatory power of the model estimated via the random forest method only
using public information. The performance is poor, indicating that the alternative modeling techniques
do not serve to replace, or even partially offset, the restricted access to information.
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VI Conclusion

Our results produce evidence that private information that only incumbent banks can

access in Brazil, gives an important advantage to them compared to new competitors, since

credit models including that information worked substantially better than models using

only public information. The KS indicator of the model including private information

was 14 points higher than in the model excluding this information. According to our

estimates, if this private data were shared with new competitors, they could increase in

more than 100% its potential clients, without increasing their default rate. The benefits of

using this private information, in terms of increasing the potential clients, are negatively

correlated with the risk of the client (we estimate higher potential increases in low risk

clients).

We found evidence that without accessing this information, new competitors face

adverse selection problems because riskier clients were 27% more likely to migrate from

their original main bank, and after migrating, presented a 29% higher default rate. As

expected, consequently, new clients tended to obtain worse credit conditions, with higher

interest rates and lower credit limits.

Furthermore, when exploring private information value in different clusters of clients,

we found signs that the usual available dataset in the Brazilian market is useful to better

discriminate high-risk clients, but not to identify clients with very low risk, once even

the complete model has poor performance when only considering clients without negative

information. Finally, we tested a random forest model to investigate if a more recent

modeling approach could offset the lack of private information, but we did not find

evidence in that direction, so it seems that more information is the most important factor.

It is important to note that we did not address the question of whether sharing

information could increase total credit granted. Our results are related to the pool

of potential clients available to new competitors, illustrating the potential increase in

competition, but it is not possible to predict the net effect, considering that some high-risk

clients may not receive credit anymore. In other words, low-risk clients would probably

be benefited due to more competition, but high-risk clients might face more restricted

credit conditions, but we cannot predict the net effect.

Finally, the Brazilian Central Bank is already addressing the information sharing issue,

with the aim of increasing competition, by establishing a publicly available “positive

credit list”, which will include most of the data considered as private in this paper (for

consumers, this process is more advanced), and by implementing open banking, which is a

very ambitious project to share information. The success in implementing these projects

will probably mitigate the effects we found in this study.
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Appendices

Appendix Table 1 : Logit Models

Table V
Logit Models

The table presents the main models estimated. The first equation only includes public information
(basically the Serasa score), and the fifth equation specifies the complete model, incorporating all the
private variables. The intermediate columns contain the equations that only include subgroups of private
information, in an attempt to identify which variables in fact add explanatory power.
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Table VI
Two Sample t-Tests with unequal variance

The table presents the results for the two sample T-Test with unequal variance, illustrating that all
mentioned means differences were statically significant
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